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Abstract 
 
 
Excess water production is a global problem, with a large number of oilfields reaching maturity. High water cut producers are 
a common challenge to production maintenance and platform facilities. Through successful implementation of water shutoff it 
is possible to significantly reduce water cut whilst simultaneously increasing production of hydrocarbons. This is highly 
advantageous to an operator, as it can boost profitability and reduce production problems such as corrosion, scale and liquid 
loading. 
 
The most common sources of excess water production are associated with water coning and accelerated flow through high 
permeability channels or fractures; this can lead to early water breakthrough and limited well productivity. Solutions can be 
found through the application of water shutoff techniques by mechanical and chemical means, which aim to plug high water 
cut layers without causing lasting damage to productive hydrocarbon intervals. In this thesis the approach to addressing an 
excess water problem was reviewed, looking specifically at techniques behind diagnosis, classification and currently available 
treatments. The approach was then applied to the Dunbar Field as a real life case through a simulation study. 
 
The Dunbar field is a mature oilfield operated by TOTAL E&P UK with oil in place of 1200Mmboe. The Brent reservoir 
contains the highest In Place volume (1000MMboe), with only 290MMboe recovered to date. The majority of wells produce at 
high water cuts (>90%) and five water shutoff candidates from the water flooded Brent reservoir were identified, for optimal 
water shutoff treatment.  This consisted of producer related treatments, Mechanical and Chemical Relative Permeability 
Modification, injector related treatments and Bright Water™ flow diversion treatment. The post-treatment production response 
was analysed to identify reductions in water cut and any gains in oil production.  
 
Results of the study revealed that significant reductions in water cut were attainable. However, gains in oil production were not 
achieved in every case and varied between cases. The largest incremental gain from a single producer resulted from a 
Mechanical Water Shutoff operation, with a volumetric gain of 360Mboe after 5 years. The second most significant gain in 
production came from Bright Water ™ treatment resulting in 165Mboe additional recovery from the field after 5 years.  The 
case of Chemical Relative Permeability Modification treatment resulted in an associated loss of oil mobility and exhibited no 
gain in oil production. 
 
The study showed that levels of success associated with gains in production and water shutoff does not correlate with the type 
of treatment employed. Success is directly related to the certainty behind the diagnosis of the problem interval. As standard 
water shutoff treatments are irreversible, loss of hydrocarbon production with an associated treatment is a common trait of 
uncertain diagnosis and risk taking. Key recommendations from the study include further acquisition of PLT data and 
resistivity logs for candidate wells and water shutoff experiments with core plugs, to validate the results of the simulation 
study.  
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Abstract 
Excess water production is a global problem, with a large number of oilfields reaching maturity. High water cut producers are 
a common challenge to production maintenance and platform facilities. Through successful implementation of water shutoff it 
is possible to significantly reduce water cut whilst simultaneously increasing production of hydrocarbons. This is highly 
advantageous to an operator as it can boost profitability and reduce production problems such as liquid loading. In this paper 
the approach to addressing  an excess water problem is reviewed, looking specifically at diagnosis, classification and currently 
available treatments to address the problem. Water shutoff methods were then applied to a real life case (The Dunbar Oilfield) 
through a simulation study, to identify candidate wells, employ the optimal water shutoff treatment and analyse the production 
response to realise any gains in oil production.  
 
 
Introduction 
Globally at the turn of the 21st century approximately three barrels of water were produced for every one barrel of oil, with the 
cost of disposing of unwanted water estimated at $40billion worldwide each year. Today, that figure is expected to continue to 
rise, (Seright et al. 2003). The process of addressing excess water production is an issue essential to maintain the profitability 
of an oil well as high water cut limits oil production and can lead to premature well abandonment. But this issue also comes 
with other associated production problems such as corrosion and scale around the wellbore, along with liquid loading inside 
the wellbore (Joseph and Ajienka, 2010; El-Karsani et al. 2014).  
Water will flow along the path of least resistance, meaning that reservoir and near wellbore characteristics are the dominant 
causes for the accelerated production of water in oil wells.  Depending on the water production scenario around the wellbore, 
different treatment methods for Water shutoff (WSO) can be applied, but only after the root cause has been identified. Thus 
the success of a WSO operation hinges on the correct diagnosis of the water production mechanism (Seright et al. 2003). 
Methods to mitigate excess water production can generally be categorized into mechanical or chemical WSO techniques, and a 
technique that is effective for one problem is not necessarily successful when applied to another. This stresses the importance 
of a thorough diagnostic analysis to determine the origin of problem waters (Seright et al. 2003; Jaripatke and Dalrymple, 
2010).  
The severity of excess water problems can generally be categorized depending on the difficulty to treat the problem and the 
relative success achieved post-treatment. However, it is more common to categorize based on the origin of the problem water, 
whether it being a wellbore integrity issue or a reservoir related issue. Table 1, summarizes the range of common excess water 
production scenarios. 
 
Source: Wellbore Reservoir Related 
Problem: Casing, tubing or packer leaks Coning 
 Channeling behind casing Channeling via high permeability streaks 
 Completions submerged or near water Fracture communication 
 
 
Poor sweep efficiency 
 Moving oil-water contact 
  Heel to toe effect (Horizontal Wells) 
         Table 1: Common water production scenarios categorized by the location of the problem source. 
 
Water Control Strategy 
Querying whether there is a problem is the first important question of any successful WSO operation. Often excess water 
production problems can be associated with low recovery factors, as poor sweep efficiency can be the result of thief zones 
diverting water flow through the path of least resistance, directly bypassing oil bearing zones. Seright et al. (2003), expresses 
that two types of distinct water production exist, the first type relates to the co-production of water with oil in the fractional 
flow relation; the second type is where water competes directly with oil flow, hindering oil production. The latter case usually 
results in a limited hydrocarbon sweep and is the primary focus of common WSO operations. Attempts to diagnose excess 
water or conformance related problems usually involve the analysis of Production Logs, to view watered out problem 
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Figure 1: Flow (1) and Leaking (2) behind the 
casing. 
 
intervals, this is a useful technique, but it does not clarify the mechanism of water production, which can lead to inappropriate 
courses of treatments being undertaken and ultimately result in losses of hydrocarbon production, (Seright et al. 2003). As a 
result, much of the focus has been on creating reliable strategies to attack excess water problems (Chou, 1994). Joseph and 
Ajienka (2010), believe there are multiple key strategic components that make up any successful WSO operation: 
 
1. Screening for a Problem: Involves screening wells for the presence of a water production problem. Common criteria for 
WSO candidate wells usually includes a combination of the following; high water cut, sudden jump in WOR, substantial 
moveable oil saturation, low oil recovery to date and early water breakthrough.  
 
2. Diagnosing the Problem: Once wells have been screened and a shortlist of candidates generated, it is important to diagnose 
the location of watered out intervals for isolation by WSO treatment. Specialized diagnostic plots such as production logs in 
combination with conventional composite logs are typically the simplest method when locating the problem interval, but they 
do not provide a fundamental insight into the underlying water production mechanism. Ultimately examination of these 
methods in conjunction with, reservoir geology, log correlations and petrophysical data can prove to be sufficient diagnostic 
tools.  
 
3. Classifying the Problem: Once the location of the problem along the wellbore has been identified, the next step is to 
understand and classify the nature or mechanism of the water problem so that a suitable treatment technique can be designed. 
This is an important stage that can hinder chances of WSO success if incorrectly diagnosed.  
Complex plots such as, a log-log of Water Oil Ratio (WOR) and its derivative against time can be particularly useful for 
initially diagnosing the onset and mechanism of water problems, such as water coning or high permeability streaks. Chan 
(1995), used plots of WOR and its derivative (WOR’) to determine excessive water production mechanisms, looking 
exclusively at permeability channeling and water coning. The study concludes that the WOR’ plot for channeling can be 
associated with a near constant positive slope and for water coning with a gradually changing negative slope, which can be 
used to diagnose and differentiate between the two production mechanisms, but only these two, see Appendix C.1 Figure C1. 
Bondar and Blasingame (2002), focused on the use of empirical and semi-analytical models to analyze water production data, 
as well as developing additional diagnostic extrapolation techniques and plots aimed at qualitatively assessing waterflood 
efficiency and volumes of remaining unswept hydrocarbons. Although the aforementioned specialist plots can diagnose, 
categorize and quantify the problem, they can easily be misinterpreted therefore should not be used alone for classifying a 
water production problem. In combination with these methods, advanced logging tools, such as a modular formation dynamics 
tester and pressure tests can provide limited insight into production mechanisms to increase certainty behind a correct 
classification (Seright et al. 2003; Joseph and Ajienka, 2010). Some of the most common water production mechanisms under 
classification are defined below.  
 
3a. Leaks or Flow Behind the Casing 
Flow into the wellbore from behind the casing results from the presence of void space normally resulting from a poor 
cementation job resulting in a bad bond between cement and formation. This allows for water to flow through the cement and 
into the wellbore at the nearest open perforated interval. Common diagnostic methods include temperature logs, noise logs and 
cementation logs, the process is displayed in Figure 1.1, (Joseph and Ajienka, 2010). Successful treatment usually involves 
some form of cement or gel-cement combination (Der Sarkissian et al. 2005). Alternatively casing leaks can arise from the 
direct result of chemical reactions associated with corrosion or alternatively sand erosion, reducing casing integrity over time 
before an opening to flow occurs, Figure 1.2. Seright et al. (2003) elaborates that the size of a leak can vary from the size of a 
pinhole to centimeters in diameter, usually gel treatment is the best treatment option, as patching with cement is often 
dislodged via mechanical shock loading.  
 
3b. Fractures 
Excess water problems associated with fractures can be split into 
two main categories; 1.  a natural fracture system direct to an 
aquifer or 2.  fractures which induce channeling from injectors to 
producers. The former, refers to an extension of a system of 
naturally occurring fractures allowing communication to occur 
between the aquifer and the producing well. Whereas the latter 
refers to a fracture network allowing for direct communication 
between injector and producer, often resulting in early water 
breakthrough. Common gel treatments are available that are 
applicable for treating both matrix and fracture related production 
problems often simultaneously, (Joseph and Ajienka, 2010). 
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Figure 2: Chemical WSO treatment applied to a 
reservoir with barriers to flow. 
 
Figure 3: Chemical WSO treatment applied to a reservoir with no barriers to flow. 
 
3c. Channeling With Barriers to Crossflow; 
A flow problem exhibited in multi-layered reservoirs, occurring post water breakthrough where the producer is in direct 
communication with the injector with flow through the rock matrix into the wellbore, usually through the layer of highest 
permeability. Firm diagnosis usually follows from the elimination of a fracture related problem. The next step is to determine 
whether the presence of laterally extensive impermeable barriers to crossflow between perforated intervals exists, which can 
often prove to be difficult. Well correlations can be used in conjunction with other complementary diagnostic tests, such as 
pressure tests between layers, where layers are isolated from the wellbore and pressure of individual layers allowed to build 
up. If a pressure differential cannot be maintained, then there is potential for crossflow to occur between layers, (Seright et al. 
2003) Figure 2. 
 
3d. Channeling With Crossflow Between Layers; 
Occurs when no laterally extensive barriers are present to prevent 
vertical communication between layers.  In a multilayered reservoir, 
problem waters possess the ability to re-divert their pathway should any 
blockages to flow occur post-treatment. This means that after 
commencing WSO on a problem interval, the water can then 
accumulate behind the treated interval and find a new route to a 
different perforation. This results  in competition for flow into the 
wellbore between oil and water, ultimately re-inflicting the excess 
water problem originally in place. If crossflow is exhibited there is 
currently no available treatment (Seright et al. 2003; Joseph and 
Ajienka, 2010), Figure 3. 
 
3e. Water Coning 
Associated with the rise of the oil water contact (OWC) due to a combination of high vertical permeability and high rate of 
production. This accelerates the rise of the OWC to the lower most perforations, and an immediate increase in WOR can be 
exhibited. Usually the easiest way to diagnose water coning is through the use of log-log diagnostic WOR and WOR derivate 
plots against time (Chan, 1995). Treatment options include mechanical shutoff for the lowermost offending perforations, or 
alternatively if a heel-toe effect occurs (horizontal well) chemical shutoff would be the most viable treatment option. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Designing the Solution: 
Chemical vs Mechanical Water Shutoff  
The main purpose of WSO treatment is to shutoff the associated production of excess water without causing severe damage to 
productive hydrocarbon bearing areas, which could result in a reduction in oil or gas rate. Therefore once careful diagnosis and 
classification of an excess water problem has been undertaken the next stage is the consideration of treatment options. These 
can be divided in two groups, mechanical or chemical WSO treatments. Each treatment has a suitable list of criteria, where 
upon application a probability of operational success is assigned to the classified water production mechanism, (Joseph and 
Ajienka, 2010). 
The main criterion which determines one treatment over the other can be based upon the location of the problem interval. If 
the problem interval is the lower most perforated interval, then mechanical water shutoff is favored, as directly isolating and 
shutting off production is fairly easy and cheap. Mechanical water shutoff can be achieved through methods such as, bridge 
plugs, straddle packers, tubing patches, cement plugs and expandable tubular, (Joseph and Ajienka, 2010). Alternatively 
chemical WSO methods are suitable for problem intervals overlying productive hydrocarbon producing intervals, where 
aforementioned mechanical isolation would be impractical as it can cause tool string issues. Chemical treatment often involves 
temporary mechanical isolation of the watered out interval from underlying intervals by an inflatable retrievable bridge plug 
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(IRBP), followed by injection or bullheading of the chemical treatment gel into the reservoir, from surface at a pressure lower 
than the reservoir fracture pressure. The polymer gel will radially invade the reservoir matrix in the near wellbore region, 
adsorbing to the pore surface and plugging pore throats. This is followed by cleaning of any remaining chemical gel in the 
wellbore, and retrieval of the IRBP (Joseph and Ajienka, 2010). The evolution of chemical conformance technologies related 
to chemical WSO has undertaken significant development within the last two decades alone, meaning that a treatment can be 
designed to suit all different reservoir conditions, such as temperature, salinity and pH, as reservoir conditions can alter the 
chemo-physical properties of the treatment agent therefore treatment efficiency. Chemical treatment options can be classified 
by their chemical constituents or by their chemical functionality, the main categories of each classification under review in this 
study are summarized in Table 2, (Kabir, 2001; Jaripatke and Dalrymple, 2010). 
  
Chemical Constituents Chemical Functionality 
Polymer Gels Sealants (Short or Long term)  
Inorganically Crosslinked  Gels  
Organically Crosslinked Gels Relative Permeability Modifiers (RPM) 
Micro Gels  
Thermally Activated Microparticles Flow Diverting Systems (Bright Water™) 
                  Table 2: Main classification of Chemical Treatment Agents used in Chemical Water Shutoff. 
 
Each type of Chemical WSO system has its own pros and cons and again application is case dependent. Sydansk and Seright 
(2006), summarize when and where chemical treatment methods are applicable specifically for Relative Permeability Modifier 
(RPM) systems, concluding that chemical treatment via RPM is only applicable in the following water production scenarios: 
channeling with barriers to crossflow, fractured wells and horizontal wells. In comparison, Flow Diverting Systems are only 
applicable for injector profile modification via redirection of the injection sweep pattern away from high permeability thief 
zones deep into the reservoir. Sealants are mainly applied for formation plugging resulting in total liquid shutoff of a water-
producing interval from inside the reservoir and tend to only exhibit short invasion depths (Jaripatke and Dalrymple, 2010).  
In general, some treatments are more appealing to operators than others, mainly RPM treatments, which offer a low cost 
solution, due to a low initial bulk volume of polymer required together with a lower potential environmental impact, the ease 
of bullheading operations, and lower risk, as the polymer preferentially reduces water permeability without plugging the 
formation, although this is yet to be proven under any solid scientific basis, (Zaitoun and Bertin, 1996; Mennella et al. 1999; 
Botermans et al. 2001).  
 
Polymer Systems for Water Shutoff 
Polymer systems for chemical WSO allow for WSO from within the reservoir and not just from the completion as  in 
mechanical WSO. For conventional polymer systems such as sealants or RPM this is the near wellbore region, but for polymer 
flow diverting systems such as Bright Water™  (Ohms et al. 2010), reallocation of flow to high oil cut layers is achieved by 
shutoff from deep within an area of the reservoir, allowing redistribution of water sweep. These two differing WSO 
mechanisms, utilize different polymer systems with differing chemo-physical properties for efficient delivery inside the 
reservoir, but both ultimately rely upon chemical alteration and adsorption to the pore surface to achieve the longevity of water 
shutoff. 
 
Pore Scale Interactions of Polymer Adsorption 
Polymer systems applied during chemical WSO should be robust enough so a change in chemical and physical properties is 
not exhibited when subjected to reservoir conditions, and upon interaction with the pore surface. Adsorption of a polymer 
layer to reduce pore throat radius is the underlying mechanism governing chemical WSO. The interactions of the chemical 
agent to the pore surface during adsorption should be sufficient to prevent any immediate backflow of polymer into the 
wellbore, which can cause many production related problems, (Mennella et al. 2001).  
Looking specifically at RPM the polymer system utilized in this study. During RPM polymer treatment, water soluble polymer 
should possess the ability to preferentially adsorb onto water-wet pore surfaces, forming a layer and selectively reducing the 
permeability to water. This allows oil present in the center of the pore to flow. However, the RPM polymer  will reduce the 
pore throat size for the oil to flow through, thus drastically increasing the capillary pressure, which is inversely proportionate 
to the pore throat radius. For this reason the pore scale mechanism behind RPM treatment is largely not understood, meaning 
no single mechanism is widely accepted which is currently still the subject of much scientific debate. Zaitoun and Bertin 
(1998), originally believed key pore scale interactions behind RPM could be a direct result of wall effects, which comprises 
three sub-effects; a steric effect, lubrication effect and wettability modification. Mennella et al. (2001), later formed a 
contrasting theory from performing a series of waterflood experiments on quartzite sandpacks after WSO treatment where 
polyacrylamide was applied. This allowed for the hypothesis that capillary pressure during oil flow results in the expulsion of 
water from the polymer layer, in turn shrinking or reducing the volume occupied by the adsorbed polymer therefore allowing 
for the flow of oil, (see Figure 4). According to Seright et al. (2006) who further investigated the phenomenon of polymer 
shrinking, various polymer-oil interactions could cause a reduction in volume resulting in preferential oil flow. The interaction 
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Figure 4: Polymer Shrinking theory, proposed by 
Mennella (2001). 
of oil dehydrating the gel was supported following X-ray Micro Tomography imaging investigation by Seright et al. (2006) on 
Polyacrylamide gels in Berea sandstone. The author concluded that water must flow through the gel, with oil flow causing 
compression on the adsorbed polymer resulting in dehydration and reduction in polymer volume, forcing pathways to open by 
the expulsion of water from the gel and hence the gel shrinking mechanism occurs agreeing with the original theory proposed 
by Mennella et al. (2001). 
 
Polymer Systems for Producer Treatment 
When designing a treatment, much uncertainty is placed around 
the degree of permeability reduction once the chemical agent 
has reached the reservoir matrix and adsorbed onto the pore 
surface, particularly for RPM treatment. This can be 
characterized either by a percentage of absolute or relative 
permeability reduction, where the polymer has penetrated in its 
highest concentration, or by a term Botermans et al. (2001) 
described as the Residual Resistance Factor, where a subsequent 
reduction of water relative permeability is expressed as: 
 
 
 𝑅𝑅𝐹! = !!,!! !!!!"!!,!! !!!!"             (1)  
Where: 𝑅𝑅𝐹!= Residual Resistance factor to water 𝑘!,!𝒃 1 − 𝑆!"  = relative permeability of water at saturation 1 − 𝑆!"  before the treatment 𝑘!,!𝒂 1 − 𝑆!"  = relative permeability of water at saturation 1 − 𝑆!"  after the treatment 
For example, an RRF of 10 would refer to a relative permeability reduction of 90%.  
RPM systems, also referred to as Disproportionate Permeability Reduction (El-Karsani et al. 2014) are  polymer systems 
associated with the near wellbore treatment of a producer well, and work on the basis of reducing only the permeability to 
water, (Zaitoun and Bertin, 1996; Mennella et al. 1999; Botermans et al. 2001).  The phenomenon of RPM was first realized 
and investigated by Sandiford (1964), who found that low concentrations of partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamide can give 
incremental increase in oil production by imparting RPM. Today, polymer systems for both chemical WSO and RPM, span a 
wide range of chemical components and can be tailored to match a specific conformance problem, typically when it comes to 
designing a gel treatment multiple considerations must be made simultaneously. These are mainly over the thermal stability 
which is reliant on the physical structure of the gelling agent,  radial reservoir penetration depth which is often dependent on 
bulk injection volume and finally gelation time, a property affected by the reservoir temperature, formation brine salinity, 
concentration of polymer (and crosslinking agent) and fluid pH. To design an appropriate polymer system for producer 
treatment, a thorough laboratory investigation with a series of coreflooding experiments is usually required requiring 
controlled WSO on a core sample. In some cases a simulation study can also provide a valuable insight into production 
response from the introduction of a polymer system to the reservoir, but remains theoretical if not validated by coreflooding 
experiments (Botermans et al. 2001).    
The key components of a polymeric WSO treatment system are, high molecular weight base polymer, crosslinking agent, 
mixing brine and a retarder to achieve adequate gelation times. The components start as a flowing mixture until gelation of the 
polymer system is triggered within the reservoir. This involves the interaction between the polymeric gel and a crosslinker 
through the formation of strong ionic or covalent bonds. The most common polymeric gel utilized in industry due to its cost 
effectiveness is Polyacrylamide or PAM (Vasquez et al.  2006), this is usually 2-4 USD/kg and carries superior physical 
properties such as, viscosity and strength, meaning it is able to promote the physical plugging of pores. However, co-polymers 
(acrylamide and t-butyl acrylate) and bio-polymers are growing in popularity due their versatility and lower environmental 
impact, (Kabir, 2001; El-Karsani et al. 2014). Shared properties common between various base polymers are their mobility 
and hydrophilic behaviour meaning they easily find the water-wet paths of least resistance upon injection, usually high 
permeability streaks or fractures. The polymeric compounds also possess  time and temperature dependant activation 
characteristics, meaning retarders can be utilised to manipulate and delay the timing of gelation to ensure the optimal position 
of the polymeric materials.  
Organic and inorganic crosslinkers can be utilised in the gelation or crosslinking of PAM derived gels. For inorganic 
crosslinkers, metallic compounds such as Chromium Ions (Cr3+) are used as macroscopic interactions allow for high levels of 
control over gelation times. Therefore PAM/Cr3+ derived systems tend to be the most common systems utilised. The base 
polymer is crosslinked through ionic interactions which are stable at low temperatures but denature at high temperatures which 
is an ultimate limitation of the system (Al-Muntasheri et al. 2009). Alternatively the most common organic crosslinker used 
with PAM gels is polyethylenimine (PEI). The use of organic crosslinker allows for maintained stability at high temperatures 
(up to 260°F) or in high salinity environments due to the strong crosslinked covalent bonds with the base polymer. This is 
whilst sustaining a low viscosity, thus achieving deep matrix injectivity for both near wellbore WSO and profile modification. 
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Figure 5: Redistribution of water sweep caused by the activation of Bright 
Water™ Microparticles. 
Popular alternatives to PEI include chitosan, due to the presence of amino groups able to react with PAM, this carries a lower 
environmental impact to PEI, which is currently being phased out of the North Sea (Vasquez et al.  2006; El-Karsani et al.  
2014).  The positive implications of RPM treatments are well documented in literature, (Whitney et al. 1996; Der Sarkissian et 
al. 2005; Romo, 2006; Vasquez et al. 2006). For a further review of successful cases of RPM treatments please refer to 
Appendix D.  
 
 Polymer Systems for Injector Treatment 
If treatment at the wellbore is not an option, due to issues like potential crossflow, treatment from the injector could be viable 
through the use of flow diversion methods like Bright Water™. These methods rely on redistribution water sweep away from 
thief zones, hence lowering water cut temporarily and increasing reservoir sweep efficiency. Flow diversion is carried out 
direct from the injector, meaning the polymeric system is dispersed directly in the injection water. There are two particular 
systems that are favored in industry for deep profile modification, nanospheres and thermally activated microparticles. The 
latter of which is also known as Bright Water™, a collaborative result of a multi-operator consortium over ten years ago, and 
of particular focus in this study (El-Karsani et al.  2014). Frampton et al. (2004), defines the Bright Water™ system as 
“polymeric particles capable of popping like popcorn under the influence of time and temperature, which provides resistance 
to flow through porous media”. The system relies on the dispersion of thermally activated microparticles into injection water, 
which can propagate through the reservoir matrix. Conventionally cold injection water is being injected into a hot reservoir 
this generates a temperature difference surrounding the injector, the microparticles, sub-micron in diameter, can travel through 
the reservoir matrix along a temperature gradient without any major loss in injectivity (Ohms et al. 2010). This means 
microparticles can propagate hundreds of feet moving through the complex network of pores, with temperature gradually 
increasing until they reach a thermal front, where the microparticles are activated. The mechanism of activation is time and 
temperature dependant. The Polyacrylamide microparticles begin organically crosslinked with a stable crosslinker which 
controls particle size and a thermally unstable (labile) crosslinker which degrades as temperature and time increases away from 
the injector. Once the particles are exposed to a predetermined threshold temperature in the reservoir, internal crosslinks break 
causing particle expansion through absorption of water expanding from a submicron (0.1-1µm) in diameter to 1-10µm.The 
accumulation of multiple ‘popped’ particles blocks flow through the pore throat, resulting in less water cycling and flow 
diversion, Figure 5. 
During particle propagation many 
variables can have an effect. Frampton 
et al.  (2004), states that particle size is 
not the only important variable and 
that particle and pore surface 
interactions, as well as carrier fluid 
properties are also significant. 
Frampton further carried out a series of 
sandpack experiments to assess the 
magnitude of resistance factors (RF) 
(absolute permeability reduction 
differing from RRF) following 
microparticle activation, finding that 
resistance factors ranged from 2 to 10, 
depending on the distance away from 
the injector. With the use of a scanning electron microscope the authors were able to quantify the degree of enlargement 
exhibited in the microparticles, which grew from 0.1 to 3-4µm. The author also reported on an associated viscosity increase 
post ‘popping’ as the volume fraction of water is reduced from the continuous phase. El-Karsani et al.  (2014), summarises the 
process and explains that in order for the Bright Water™ process to be truly successful a poor water sweep must be present 
prior to treatment as post treatment the sweep efficiency beyond the maximum depth of propagation will not see a significant 
improvement. The positive implications of Bright Water ™ treatment are well documented in literature, (Frampton et al. 2004; 
Norman et al. 2006; Mustoni et al. 2010) with Ohms et al. (2010), reporting that over a 4 year interval 60,000bbl of oil was 
gained from the BP Milne Point field in Alaska. For other successful cases of Bright Water™ treatment please refer to 
Appendix D.  
 
The Dunbar Water Shutoff Case 
In this investigation the aforementioned WSO techniques were be applied by the means of simulation, to assess the suitability 
of WSO to some of high water cut producers in the Dunbar Field. The study also aims to see if there could be incremental gain 
in oil production post WSO from candidate producers. Oil gains and water cut reduction would be highly advantageous to a 
field reaching maturity with a low recovery factor like Dunbar. 
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Figure 6: Summary of Dunbar well locations 
including shortlisted WSO candidates. 
 
Figure 7: Brent reservoir 
unit. system. 
Dunbar Oilfield Summary 
The Dunbar oilfield is operated and 100% owned by TOTAL E&P UK, it is located on the UK Continental Shelf in the 
Northern North Sea between the East Shetland and the Viking Graben and was initially discovered in 1973, first production 
did not commence until 1994, due to high levels of complexity and geophysical uncertainty (Brahim et al. 2009). Initial 
Dunbar Field reservoir conditions recorded at 3700TVDSS comprised an initial pressure of 570bara, an initial temperature of 
125°C and a saturation pressure ranging from 330-380bar. Volumetric calculations indicated initial oil in place of 1200MMboe 
light oil and gas (40° API) with a viscosity of 0.15cP and GOR range of 2200-3900 scf/bbl. Dunbar oil is classified as a sub-
critical fluid initially undersaturated.  
Hydrocarbon accumulations are contained withinthree reservoirs, 
Brent, Statfjord and Triassic. Although Brent is the primary 
reservoir, containing approximately 1000MMboe, it exhibits 
significant permeability contrasts between layers, with half of the 
reservoir showing permeabilities of less than 10mD. The majority 
of the remaining 200MMboe is present in the Statfjord Formation.  
The field is compartmentalized by a number of North South faults 
and secondary Northeast-Southwest faults, consequently 
subdividing it into four main panels, which consist of the West 
Flank, Central Panel, Frontal Panel and Horst Panel, with 
reservoir characteristics and fluid properties varying between each 
panel, see Figure 6. The West Flank and Frontal Central panels 
are currently being pressure supported by waterflood, which 
attempts to maintain pressure above saturation pressure at 
400bara, whilst the other panels remain under natural depletion.  
As of 2012 the field production comes from 20 producers, 19 from 
the Brent and 1 from the Statfjord. Figure 7 shows a breakdown  
of the Brent reservoir unit system, which consists of the Broom, 
Rannoch, Etive, Ness and Tarbert groups.  Current production is 
below-ten thousand barrels of oil equivalent per day. To date over 
290MMBOE has been produced from the field, a poor overall 
recovery factor compared with analogue fields, with many 
producers currently exhibiting high water cuts leading to many 
operational problems with disposal, scaling and pump stability. A 
high number of offending wells are currently offline so the 
Dunbar Field can maintain a fieldwide water cut of less than 80%, 
due to flow assurance issues. It is proposed to assess the feasibility 
of WSO operations on a number of Dunbar candidate wells, to 
offer resolution and potentially increase or accelerate hydrocarbon production from the oilfield.  
 
Methodology 
Dunbar Model 
Given the complex critical properties of Dunbar hydrocarbons, it was initially elected to construct the reservoir model within 
Eclipse 300 (E300), which allows for compositional modeling of hydrocarbons, although it does not retain some key features 
present within E100 Black Oil Simulator, such as polymer flooding. There is no overall field model of Dunbar, but given its 
high degree of compartmentalization a model has been generated for each panel within the field to lower computational 
running time. The latest history match was completed in 2010, in which models were 
matched on recent PLT campaigns and bottom hole pressure surveys.  
 
Nodal Analysis  
Nodal analysis using Prosper well performance software prior to WSO simulation will 
quantify instantaneous gains in hydrocarbon production associated with a reduction in 
water cut within the wellbore. This will allow for an initial screening stage of candidate 
wells, to assess the production response and evaluate the initial potential of a WSO 
treatment. 
The theory is that when water cut is reduced there will be a lighter fluid column in the 
wellbore and greater lift performance, hence production is able to increase for the same 
equivalent drawdown. To be able to understand the full potential of a WSO treatment, 
various cases must be run to satisfy a thorough sensitivity analysis, this means analyzing 
the range of possibilities in water cut reduction, as there is no certainty in the degree of 
WSO from treatment. An additional variable is also sensitized, liquid productivity index 
(PI), accounting for any changes in wellbore liquids and loss in oil production as a result 
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Figure 8: Typical local grid refinement implemented for 
Chemical WSO. 
 
 
Figure 9: Water relative permeability curves applied to model for the injected 
polymer concentration surrounding the wellbore (N.B. colours match the cell 
concentrations in (1)). 
of WSO treatment on a particular interval, which may be waterflooded but producing small quantities of oil. 
From the results of well performance simulation on candidate wells, the percentage gain can be visualized by a systems plot of 
the vertical lift performance and inflow performance relation curves, an example of a systems plot for a sensitivity ran on 
candidate Well D06 is shown in Appendix C.2 Figure C2, the result of water cut reduction from 90% to 60%, for liquid PI 
values of 20 and 10 sm3/day/bar, results in a percentage gain in oil of 196% and 118% respectively, highlighting the 
candidates potential despite a reduction in PI of the well. 
 
Mechanical Water Shutoff Simulation  
To simulate mechanical WSO operations such as, interval isolation via bridge plugs or straddle packers, well connections to 
the identified problem interval were shut, then the simulation was run without production from the watered out interval, which 
would give an insight into the post WSO production response of the well.  
 
Chemical Water Shutoff Simulation 
To simulate chemical WSO operations such as, RPM treatment, first a local grid refinement (LGR) around the candidate well 
had to be undertaken. With the initial Western Flank model grid block size consisting of 100x100 meters in the X and Y 
direction, this would be reduced to 10x10 meters within the local grid. The local grid would ultimately allow for a more 
accurate representation of the polymer gel injection profile, surrounding the wellbore radially, as it would not be possible to 
capture this within a 100x100m coarse grid cell. To generate the polymer injection profile a batch tracer injection at the 
producer with the same properties as the RPM polymer was simulated. The injection profile could then be converted to an 
associated permeability reduction by applying an RRF (relative permeability reduction factor), Figure 8, displays a typical 
LGR implemented for a chemical WSO candidate well.   
After the LGR has been successfully implemented and 
optimized in E300 to ensure reasonable CPU time, well 
connections were matched and transferred from global 
to local cells. The next step was to simulate the injection 
of polymer around the wellbore to visualize the injection 
profile. The polymer utilized in this investigation was 
Aquafix, an RPM polymer from Baker Hughes that 
maintains thermal stability at high temperatures 
(≤177°C) and is therefore suitable for the Dunbar 
application. The polymer also maintains a low viscosity 
hence deep radial placement can be achieved, which was 
captured within simulation sensitivities. Once a batch 
volume of polymer has been injected into the reservoir 
via a tracer simulation, the concentration of polymer 
around the wellbore was analyzed and assigned a RRF 
value which was concentration dependent, and later 
subjected to a thorough sensitivity analysis. The RRF was based upon an associated water relative permeability endpoint 
multiplier (KRWE), which was varied depending on the polymer concentration, this method was used to imitate the action of 
an RPM treatment, which is marketed as preferentially reducing water relative permeability. Figure 9 summarizes an example 
candidate injection profile Figure 9 (1) and KRWE modification, showing the various water relative permeability curves used 
to the model polymer effect within the reservoir. To obtain these water relative permeability curves an RRF was applied to the 
original relative permeability curve, 
which was dependent on the 
concentration of polymer in the 
reservoir matrix, depicted in Figure 
10. This was based upon similar 
studies in literature (Botermans et 
al. 2001) and allowed for capture of 
the RPM effect surrounding the 
wellbore. For example the cell from 
Figure 9 (1), which exhibits the 
greatest concentration of polymer, is 
assigned the water relative 
permeability curve Krw 5m 
(orange), which has highest RRF 
applied to KRWE. The resultant 
water relative permeability property 
post treatment is also displayed 
Figure 9 (2) the post treatment 
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Figure 13: Resistance factor applied to microparticle 
concentration for a maximum RF=100, adapted from 
literature reported RF values. 
 
Figure 12: Thermally activated microparticle profiles 
for activation distances of 50, 100 and 150 meters in 
the Etive. 
 
Figure 10: Residual Resistance Factor applied to 
polymer concentration for a maximum RRF=100, 
adapted from literature reported RRF values. 
 
Figure 11: Tracer concentration around the injector 4 
months after injection. 
relative permeability property was applied upon simulation.  
 
Bright Water ™ Simulation 
The difficulty simulating Bright Water™ treatment within 
Dunbar lies within modeling the process of microparticles 
activating as a function of temperature and time. To do this 
according to Garmeh et al. (2012), two independent 
simulations were a prerequisite to understanding the behavior 
of microparticles when released into the reservoir matrix. 
Firstly a tracer simulation, which would allow for 
identification of the flow pathways the microparticles would 
immediately follow from the injector towards producer wells, 
usually channeled along high permeability layers. Secondly a 
thermal simulation, to give an insight on the particle flight 
distance prior to activation. Injection water contacting the 
reservoir forms a thermal front, the microparticles will reach a 
certain distance away from the injector and activate at a 
predetermined temperature, and therefore it is important to 
locate the regions where this activation process may occur 
within the reservoir. 
For the simulation an LGR was implemented (20x20m) 
around the candidate injector well to observe flow patterns on 
a finer scale. A batch volume of tracer equivalent to 
approximately 25,000 bbls was injected into the reservoir 
within a tracer simulation in E300. The tracer was allowed to 
flow through the reservoir for 4 months before its location 
within the reservoir was mapped, then again after five and six 
months. Ohms et al. (2010), conducted a similar simulation 
study and concluded transit times of particles can be up to 6 
months prior to activation. However, this is case, temperature 
and time dependent and carries a high level of uncertainty. 
Figure 11 displays the results of the tracer simulation on a 
candidate injection well, which allowed for visualization of the 
high permeability streaks surrounding the injector 4 months 
after initial injection.   
From the result of the tracer simulation the propagation 
pathways of microparticles could be visualized. The next 
stage was to undertake a thermal simulation, however 
adapting the E300 model to incorporate a thermal simulation 
surrounding a candidate injector was not within the timeframe 
of this study due to knowledge boundaries and complexity 
issues. Instead distance to the thermal front and microparticle 
activation was sensitized, to 50m, 100m and 150m, and a 
sensitivity study was carried out under each distance. Distance 
magnitudes were derived from Ohms et al. (2010), who cited 
that a propagation distance of 92 meters (300ft) was common 
in a high permeability sandstone streak of approximately 1 
Darcy, similar to Dunbar. Based upon these assumed 
distances of microparticle activation, the thermally activated 
microparticle profile could be visualized for each respective 
distance, Figure 12. Utilizing the activation profile, 
sensitivities could be run on the degree of absolute 
permeability reduction for each distance via application of a 
resistance factor (RF), which will resultantly have an effect on 
the production response, both on a well level and an overall 
field level. The degree of RF was varied with microparticle 
concentration to model the activation in the high permeability 
zones. The variation of RF with polymer concentration 
utilized in this investigation is summarized in Figure 13. A 
maximum RF of 100 was applied for a maximum 
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D06   WCUT         
% Difference to BC 95 90 80 60  Basecase 
Liquid PI 20     
 Ideal Case 
  10 -40 59   
 Reduced Case 
  5 -57 -13 135  
 Loss of oil 
  2.5 -86 -58 22 189   
 
Table 4: Prosper simulation results for candidate well D06, reported as a 
percentage difference in oil production when compare to the basecase (BC) 
 
 
Figure 14: D10Y Saturation Intersection, depicting the 
lower most watered-out interval at 01/01/2015. 
Well WSO Treatment Location Reasoning 
D06 Chemical West Flank Upper perforations watered out 
D10Y Mechanical West Flank Lower perforations watered out 
D16 Mechanical West Flank Lower perforations watered out 
D23 Mechanical West Flank Lower perforations watered out 
D17 Bright Water West Flank Attempt diversion from the source 
Table 3: Short list of WSO treatment candidates for further simulation. 
 
concentration of 1, based upon a similar simulation case in Garmeh et al.  (2012). In this study tracer concentration was 
assumed to mimic the concentration of microparticles in the reservoir. Hence in Figure 13. concentration of microparticles lies 
between 0 and 1, this is the output range for tracer concentration from the E300 reservoir simulator.  
 
Results and Discussion 
Dynamic Synthesis Results and Candidate Selection  
Given the severe contrast in permeability exhibited by the Brent reservoir, oil in place is split 50:50 between poor permeability 
zones (~10mD) in the Broom and Rannoch, and overlying high permeability zones (>1000mD), in the Ness and Etive layers. It 
is therefore believed that high permeability streaks are the main water production mechanisms, with producers in 
communication with injectors via the high permeability regions, leaving large regions of unswept hydrocarbons present in the 
low permeability layers. This was later confirmed by the presence of tracers post water breakthrough and PLT logs. Therefore 
water shutoff treatment of the Brent reservoir, will be targeting these high permeability streaks with a combination of 
mechanical and chemical WSO treatments. After thorough review and analysis of relevant data such as, completion data, 
production data, events history, composite 
logs, PLT logs and tracer data, and 
reviewing the Dunbar saturation model for 
relevant panels, a shortlist of suitable 
candidates was computed to take forward 
for WSO simulation via Prosper and E300. 
Table 3 summarizes the shortlisted 
candidates, see Figure 6 for candidate 
locations. 
 
Nodal Analysis Results 
Prosper simulations were undertaken for all shortlisted candidates, the resultant percentage difference in oil production from 
the basecase when varying water cut and productivity index (PI) for well D06, are displayed in Table 4. For the complete 
prosper simulation results for other candidate wells, please refer to Appendix C.3 Table C3. Table 4 shows that for a 
reduction in water cut there is also a reduction in liquid PI but a gain in oil rate, provided there is no change in oil PI. For 
example in the base case of 95% water cut and a  liquid PI of 20sm3/bar.day, 19 sm3/bar.day is attributed to water with 1 
sm3/bar.day attributed to oil. Presuming the WSO treatment has no effect on oil PI (no losses in oil production), this will 
remain at 1sm3/bar.day, and only decrease in 
magnitude. In a case where, water cut in 
D06 is reduced to 80% post WSO, the new 
water PI will be 4sm3/bar.day for a total 
liquid PI of 5sm3/bar.day. Therefore in this 
case, with a lighter fluid column the gain in 
oil production is equivalent to 135%. 
However, for the same case with a liquid PI 
of 2.5sm3/bar.day, the oil PI is therefore 
reduced from 1 to 0.5sm3/bar.day, but a gain 
of 22% is still achievable in this case. The 
results highlight the sensitivity of oil rate 
with respect to reduction in water cut.  
 
Mechanical Water Shutoff (MWSO) Simulation Results 
Table 3 shows that mechanical WSO was the selected treatment option for three candidate wells, D10Y, D16 and D23, the 
treatment selection stage was carefully undertaken and was primarily based on the location of the offending interval. If the 
interval was the lower most perforations, mechanical WSO was selected. Simulations were forecast up until 2032. However it 
is assumed this is well beyond the lifespan of a WSO treatment the positive effects of which tend to last for only several years 
in the long-term case. In all simulation cases the date of the WSO operation is 1st January 2015.  
 
D10Y and D23 – Unsuccessful MWSO Cases 
For candidate well D10Y, the lower most perforation in the 
Broom layer of the Brent, displayed a high water saturation 
surrounding the wellbore with significant accumulations of 
hydrocarbons overlying, Figure 14. Diagnosis was carried out 
via a cased hole formation resistivity log which indicated 
presence of water, separated from the overlying Ness layer by a 
laterally extensive layer of shale, this well was therefore 
deemed an ideal candidate for mechanical WSO. A similar case 
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Figure 15: D10Y Production response in Oil Rate (BOE) and 
Water Cut (WCUT) comparison between the Basecase (BC) 
and Mechanical WSO Case (MWSO). 
 
 
Figure 17: D16 Production response in Oil Rate (BOE) and 
Water Cut (WCUT) comparison between the Basecase (BC) 
and Mechanical WSO Case (MWSO). 
 
 
Figure 16: D16 Saturation Intersection, depicting 
the two lower most watered-out intervals at 
01/01/2015. 
existed for D23, the equivalent figure can be found in Appendix C.5.  
After simulating mechanical WSO on candidate wells 
D10Y and D23, similar results were seen. From the 
resultant production response, displayed by Figure 15 
for the D10Y case, it was evident that shutting in the 
well connections for the offending interval was effective 
in reducing the water cut from 50% to 0%, but at the 
same time there was an associated loss in oil production 
from 800 to 475 Boe/day initially, which accumulated to 
405MBOE over 5 years from the simulated case, see 
Appendix C.4 Figure C4.  
This response is attributed to shutting connections which 
were still producing oil, for the equivalent D23 
production response please refer to Appendix C.5 
Figure C5.2. The offending Broom interval is indirectly 
under pressure support from injector D17, by 
juxtaposition across faults surrounding D10Y, a 
common feature of the Dunbar field. This connects the 
high permeability Etive layer with the lower permeability Broom, explaining the high water saturation of the low permeability 
Broom layer and the unswept oil in the high permeability Ness and Etive sands. Therefore the majority of the oil in the Broom 
layer has been swept by the channeled water, that still produces small volumes of oil resulting in a high water cut. The 
candidate well D10Y only has a moderate water cut which may indicate that maximum displacement efficiency has not yet 
occurred. No increase in oil rate from the Ness connections in response to MWSO treatment and a 0% water cut of the 
overlying perforations, indicates that the main production mechanism in D10Y post WSO is natural depletion. Therefore the 
results highlight the importance of pressure support over natural depletion post WSO. Since the overlying Ness intervals were 
isolated from the injector by juxtaposition and therefore producing under natural depletion post WSO, no significant increase 
in oil production from these layers was exhibited as a result of 
mechanical WSO. Therefore an associated loss of oil from shutting 
in the Broom connections was seen, confirmed by connection flow 
rates, which ultimately can be interpreted as a loss of hydrocarbon 
production from D10Y.   
However with the Dunbar field currently producing at an average 
fieldwide water cut of 80%, oil production from a well at 0% water 
cut, as in both D10Y and D23 cases, means a large reduction in 
fieldwide water cut, which could be beneficial, allowing previous 
offline high water cut producers to be brought online to buffer the 
deficit in water cut, which may allow for production of significant 
volumes of oil. 
 
D16 – Successful MWSO Case 
In D16 water breakthrough was observed almost immediately after 
the well began production from Etive, Rannoch and Broom sands, Figure 16, resulting in an immediate rise of the water cut to 
90%, tracer data indicated the well was in communication with a nearby injection well D12, see Figure 13, which injects into 
the Etive, Rannoch and Broom. A PLT confirmed the main perpetrator was the lowermost Brent intervals, which were isolated 
with a Bridge plug that proved to be inefficient. Therefore it must be replaced or another option of MWSO treatment explored, 
such as a casing patch. 
A simulation was run re-isolating the lower Brent sands  
(Etive, Rannoch and Broom) and further isolating the 
perforated interval in the Ness, which a PLT confirmed 
showed little production. Resultant forecast indicated a 
highly economic opportunity, with large oil production 
gains exhibited. The production response resulting from 
the MWSO simulation is displayed in Figure 17. It 
shows that initially total water shut off was achieved for 
approximately two months after the MWSO operation, 
which then sharply returns back to 90% a year after the 
operation. After treatment oil production was stable at 
approximately 580 Boe/day for the first year, resulting 
in an associated production gain after a year of 
75MBOE over the basecase. Figure 18, projects a 
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Figure 20: D06 Production response in Oil Rate (BOE) and 
Water Cut (WCUT) and Water Rate (WPR), comparison 
between the Basecase (BC) and CWSO.  
 
Figure 21: D06 Water Cut layer by layer, comparison 
between the Basecase (BC) and CWSO. 
 
Figure 18: D16 Cumulative Production response in Oil Rate 
(BOE) and Water Cut (WCUT) comparison between the 
Basecase (BC) and Mechanical WSO Case (MWSO). 
 
 
Figure 19: D06 Saturation Intersection, depicting 
the watered-out Etive interval at 01/01/2015. 
 
cumulative production of 360MBOE over 5 years. This additional production gain is thought to be the result of the diversion 
of water to the Tarbert, which can be attributed to the delayed increase in water cut from 0% immediately after the treatment. 
This was eventually followed by a sharp increase and stabilization once the injection water was re-routed and breakthrough 
occurred via the Tarbert perforations. This resulted in stable oil production from the continued water sweep of the Tarbert 
layer.  
The production forecast of the basecase indicated that the 
well would die around January 2018 due to high water cut, so 
as well as offering gains in production, the MWSO treatment 
would also allow for the extension of the well life through a 
reduction in water cut, which can be counted as a gain in 
itself.  
 
Chemical Water Shutoff Simulation Results 
Table 3 indicates that chemical WSO (CWSO) was the 
selected treatment option for candidate well, D06, this was 
primarily based on the offending perforation overlying an oil 
producing interval, displayed in Figure 19.  
 
D06 – CWSO Case 
D06 was brought on online in 1999, production from the 
Brent reservoir commenced in September 2000, with the 
Broom and Ness intervals perforated, water breakthrough in 
the well was observed a little over a year later in November 2001 
from the Ness layer. The majority of water and oil both comes via 
the Ness interval. The Etive interval was perforated in February 
2004, however, following this period the well was shut-in, and has 
continued to be since 2007, due to high water cut at approximately 
92%. Composite logs show that both Ness and Etive layers exhibit 
permeabilities in excess of 1 Darcy, which would allow for the 
formation of high permeability channeling, supported by the early 
water breakthrough in the Ness layer.  PLT results show that the 
Etive interval produces at 100% water cut, hence is the primary 
target of WSO treatment. It is believed that treating the unproductive 
Etive interval before reopening the well would allow for 
lower water cut stabilization to be achieved once 
production is stable, and re-distribute the water sweep to 
other layers. Laterally extensive layers of shale present in 
the lower Ness are believed to provide an adequate barrier 
to crossflow post treatment from the Etive layer to the 
Ness.  
The simulation study also served to investigate the 
possibility of any production gains from sweep 
redistribution. However results from CWSO simulation 
via E300 showed that subsequent RPM polymer treatment 
of the Etive interval had very little effect on oil 
production. For the case of 100m3 polymer injection into 
the Etive with an RRF of 100 (99% Water Relative 
Permeability Reduction), see Appendix C.6 Figure C6 
for injection profile, almost equivalent pre and post 
treatment oil rates were observed. With a small reduction 
in water production of approximately 1000 bbl/day, the 
overall well response is summarized in Figure 20. 
The disappointing production response could be 
explained by comparing the response on a layer basis. 
From Figure 21, looking at the water cut response for the 
perforated layer, it can be seen the WSO treatment was 
successful in reducing water cut (WCUT) from the Etive 
layer to approximately 50% for a year after the treatment 
(01/01/2016).  However this decrease in the Etive water 
cut is offset by an increase in water cut from the Ness and 
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Figure 23: Results of KRWE reduction sensitivity ran on 
D06. 
 
Figure 24: Results of Polymer injection volume sensitivity 
ran on D06. 
 
Figure 22: D06 Oil Rate layer by layer, comparison between 
the Basecase (BC) and CWSO. 
Broom layers, which explains why the observed global reduction in water cut is limited, Figure 20.  
This signified that after water production was reduced from the Etive by attempted shutoff, water was redirected to the Ness 
and Broom layers, which also provided for better sweep of the layers and a resultant increase in oil production from the Ness 
and Broom layers, Figure 22. However, this again was offset by oil production from the Etive, which counteracted the 
increase in production from the Ness and Broom, hence oil production appeared similar between the CWSO case and the 
basecase in Figure 20. Saturation profile comparison between cases indicated that the reduction in oil rate from the Etive, 
resulted in greater depletion in the Ness and Broom layers, see Appendix C.7 Figure C7. There is a large uncertainty 
associated with hydrocarbon production from the Etive layer, as previous PLT logs indicate no flow from the layer, whereas 
resistivity logs indicate hydrocarbon accumulation, so uncertainty lies with the actual hydrocarbon productivity within the 
Etive, which if is proven to be very small could allow for the CWSO treatment on D06 to bring a gain in production. Just from 
discounting Etive oil production yields a production gain equivalent to 224MBOE 2 years after initial treatment. It is 
suggested that a saturation uncertainty in the Etive layer be run to quantify the gain in production from the basecase in a case 
where there is no oil.  
A thorough sensitivity analysis was undertaken on the 
RRF applied (residual resistance factor for water relative 
permeability reduction) and the volume of Aquafix RPM 
polymer injected into the reservoir, to assess how much 
of an effect each variable has on the production response 
post treatment. For the RRF sensitivities, a water relative 
permeability end point (KRWE) multiplier was varied for 
RRF values of 3.33, 5, 10 and 100, to reduce the water 
relative permeability curve. This was for the case of 
100m3 of polymer injected, results are summarized in 
Figure 23. The results show that as the degree of KRWE 
reduction increases, the oil rate is reduced, this can be 
rationalized that by decreasing the water relative 
permeability in the near wellbore region, increases the 
accumulation of water saturation around the wellbore in 
turn reducing oil relative permeability and increasing the 
residual oil volume around the wellbore. Thus, the greater 
the relative permeability reduction, the greater will be the 
buildup of water saturation surrounding the wellbore, 
resulting in a lower the oil rate. This phenomenon was 
also exhibited in a similar study undertaken by Botermans 
et al. (2001). Sensitivity results also show, that with a 
greater degree of relative permeability reduction, a greater 
impact on water shutoff is observed, with RRF=100 (99% 
reduction) showing the most significant levels of water 
shutoff from the basecase.  
Sensitivities also run on the volume of polymer injected 
were carried out with the same RRF of 10, varying the 
volume of polymer injected between 25 to 200m3. Figure 
24, summarizes the results, showing there was no 
significant difference in oil rate between the volumes of polymer injected, which was also the case for water shutoff. Therefore 
the most important factor is the radial invasion of polymer in the immediate near wellbore region, i.e. less than 5 meters 
equivalent approximately to the 25m3 case. Injected polymer penetrating the formation any further will have no significant 
effect on the production response. Although in some cases it could be advantageous, as backflow of adsorbed polymer could 
occur over time, with flowing velocity highest closest to the wellbore, this will reduce treatment efficiency with time.  
Therefore injecting beyond 5 meters is required to ensure any long term WSO application, as the deeper the polymer 
penetration into the formation, the deeper the water shutoff occurs from inside the reservoir.  
 
Bright Water ™ Simulation Results 
Injector D17 was shortlisted as a candidate for Bright 
Water™ flow diversion treatment, primarily because it is 
due to be brought offline in 2017 after the next phase of 
wells is completed, therefore any production gain or 
acceleration could be highly economical prior to it being 
shut-in. D17 is in communication with a number of 
surrounding producing wells, all of them exhibiting 
excess water problems. It was decided to study the impact 
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Figure 28:  Field cumulative production response (%) 
relative to the basecase. 
 
Figure 27: Field production response (Boe/day) to Bright 
Water treatment on D17. 
 
Figure 25: Map of microparticle pathways post injection. 
 
 
Figure 26: Map of areas of absolute permeability reduction 
compared to the basecase, to simulate microparticle 
activation. 
of flow diversion to evaluate the result of any change in sweep pattern to the surrounding wells.  
In this section, the case of thermal activation of microparticles after 100 meters of propagation into the reservoir will be 
studied, however, further results from sensitivity cases for 50 and 150 meters can be found in Appendix C.8.  
The propagation of microparticles through the reservoir was mapped, Figure 25, with subsequent activation of particles after 
100 meters. This was converted to an associated reduction in absolute permeability. The function used to define this reduction 
accounted for the concentration of microparticles at a 
specific distance away from the injector well, Figure 13. 
Figure 26 displays the permeability property for 
subsequent activation of microparticles, this is displayed as 
a ratio taken with the original basecase permeability which 
allows for visualization of the areas of activated polymer 
in the reservoir and the reduction in comparison to the 
basecase simulated forecast.   
Sensitivity simulations were then run to account for 
varying distances of activation and permeability reduction, 
the results of the simulations were interpreted relative to a 
basecase simulation, which was a normal forecast without 
Bright Water™ treatment. The interpretation was 
undertaken on a field daily rate and cumulative basis, 
relative to the basecase. So rates above zero are gains over 
the basecase, and rates below zero are losses. 
Figure 27 displays the simulation results on a daily field 
rate basis for varying magnitudes of permeability 
reduction caused by subsequent microparticle activation. 
In the case of 100 meter activation distance, different 
sensitivities were run for 99%, 80% and 60% maximum 
permeability reduction (PR), which is equivalent to 
maximum resistance factors (RF) of 100, 5 and 2.5, 
respectively. For the equivalent results for activation 
distances of 50 and 150 meters, please refer to Appendix 
C.8. 
Figure 27 shows an immediate production response from 
the field, with incremental production gains on the 
basecase exhibited two months after initial treatment in 
all cases of PR. The production gains peak at 750 
Boe/day for 99% PR, 400 Boe/day for 80% PR and 280 
Boe/day for 60% PR. 99% PR also exhibits further gains 
6 months after initial treatment peaking at 1200 Boe/day. 
Approximately 9 months after initial treatment all 
production gains have been realized in all cases and field 
wide production falls below the basecase rate, peaking at 
a 250 Boe/day loss a year after treatment. This indicated 
the occurrence of production acceleration from the 
treatment, as a result of a change in sweep pattern. So the 
evolution in production trend of the Bright Water™ case 
is different from the basecase, which results in different 
oil and water production rates.  
On a field wide cumulative level this production 
acceleration results in a production gain over the 
basecase, displayed in Figure 28.  For the 99% PR case, 
production gain over the basecase is continuous, there is 
an initial rise to +2.8% incremental recovery over the 
basecase attributed to production acceleration, which 
then declines according to the end of production 
acceleration exhibited in Figure 27. This stabilizes above 
the basecase value at +0.85% incremental cumulative 
recovery after 3 years. Recovery remains positive in this 
case because the gains from a change in sweep pattern 
exceed the losses from a rising water cut prior to 
stabilisation. For the 80% and 60% PR cases, gain in 
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Figure 30: Variation of Activation Distance Incremental Recovery, 
for each Resistance Factor applied. 
 
 
Figure 29: Individual well response to Bright Water treatment 
on D17, relative to the basecase.  
production on the basecase only comes approximately 2 and 3 years after treatment respectively. For these cases the initial 
positive production acceleration response is cancelled out by a rise in water cut and losses over the basecase equivalent volume 
for the same date, associated with the treatment. Incremental recovery declines to below 0% in early 2016, before stabilizing at 
approximately +0.4% and +0.25% for 80% PR and 60% PR respectively. Ultimately, results from the sensitivity analysis on 
permeability are variable, for 99% PR case, the additional recovery equates to approximately 165 MBOE over the basecase 5 
years after the initial treament, but for the 80% PR and 60% PR this additional recovery over the basecase is at 80 MBOE and 
50MBOE respectively, which can still be considered a positive result, but is more than half the recovery of 99% PR case. This 
shows how sensitive permeability reduction caused by the activation of microparticles is, and that a variation in 20% PR can 
severely limit the efficiency of the treatment.   
Figure 29, shows which wells surrounding the injector 
D17 benefit most from the treatment, it appears that D06 
and D23 respond positively (Figure 11), this is likely due 
to the change in injector sweep pattern to target bypassed 
volumes of hydrocarbon in the Ness and Etive layers 
which both wells are actively producing from.  
Simulations addressing the sensitivity of distance of 
activation were run. Figure 30, shows that the deeper the 
microparticles propagate into the reservoir, the greater 
incremental oil recovery. This can be explained by a 
greater extension of the activation zone at 150 meters, 
hence the larger the effective area of permeability 
reduction. If the particles only travel 50 meters before 
activation they are less dispersed than if they travel 150 
meters (see Figure 12). At 150 meters particles will be 
more dispersed hence they are able to plug a greater number of pores upon activation, ultimately treating a greater area of the 
reservoir but at a lower plugging efficiency, see Appendix C.8 Figure C8.1. Therefore the water sweep pattern is more 
significantly modified, and is able to reach a greater volume of bypassed oil than the equivalent 50 meter activation profile. 
From Figure 30, 5 years after initial treatment, activation distances of 50, 100 and 150 meters, yield volumes of incremental 
oil production over the basecase equivalent to 120, 165 and 195 MBOE, respectively for 99% PR. This follows the general 
trend stated in literature, that the deeper the treatment 
agent can penetrate into the reservoir the greater the 
efficiency of the treatment (Ohms et al. 2010; El-
Karsani et al. 2014).  
A full summary of selected key simulation results can 
be found in Appendix C.9 Table C9. 
 
Conclusions and Recommendations  
The main conclusions from this investigation are as 
follows: 
• MWSO treatments are easy to implement and 
are a highly effective way to manage total 
WSO from a problem interval. However as 
seen in this investigation they are only 
applicable in cases that exhibit close to 100% 
water cut intervals underlying high oil cut 
layers. 
• In CWSO treatments the volume of polymer injected should be sufficient to penetrate the formation radially and treat 
the near wellbore region. From this investigation, sensitivities ran on bulk polymer injection volume showed little 
difference in percentage WSO, therefore the main reason for injection to exceed the near wellbore region is to ensure 
longevity of the treatment.  
• In CWSO with RPM, the higher the reduction in water relative permeability the higher the degree of WSO achieved, 
but this comes with an associated loss in oil production. 
• Treatment with RPM offers no benefit to oil production in the treated interval, as reduction in water relative 
permeability can cause increased water saturation accumulation surrounding the wellbore. In turn reducing oil relative 
permeability, immobilising and trapping oil present in the near wellbore periphery. Therefore RPM do not necessarily 
perform as they are marketed. 
• Bright Water™ treatment on an injector can offer production acceleration and significant gains. However as seen in 
this investigation, production acceleration is followed by a period of production deceleration and stabilisation, for 
treatment to be effective gains from the production acceleration phase must exceed the deceleration phase.  
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• The deeper the Bright Water™ treatment penetrates the reservoir the more effective the change in sweep pattern away 
from thief zones and the sweeps ability to reach bypassed oil bearing zones, hence the greater incremental oil 
recovery.  
The main recommendations from this investigation are:  
• Further methods to address uncertainty in the reservoir model are required. 
• Acquisition of more PLT data and Resistivity logs from candidate wells is recommended to increase certainty in the 
saturation model and to optimise intervention design. 
• Coreflood experiments are recommended to validate values of resistance factors used in this study and to determine 
the best chemical treatment agent for CWSO. 
• Thermal simulation is required to accurately model the location of thermal front away from the injector and simulate 
the phenomena of thermal activation of microparticles, to increase certainty in Bright Water ™ simulation results. 
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Appendix A: Critical Milestones  
 
SPE No. Year Title Authors Contribution 
844 1964 
Laboratory and Field Studies of Water 
Floods Using Polymer Solutions to Increase 
Oil Recoveries 
Sandiford, B.B. 
First to present to concept of addition of partially 
hydrolyzed polyacrylamide polymer to waterflood 
to favourably change the mobility ratio and 
improve reservoir sweep (polymer flooding). 
30775 1995 Water Control Diagnostic Plots Chan, K.S. 
First to present a new technique to that can be 
utilised to determine excess water production 
mechanisms, which involves the log-log analysis 
of WOR and its derivative, which the latter 
produces a different response depending on 
whether the mechanism is water coning or high 
permeability channelling. 
39631 1998 Two-Phase Flow Property Modifications by Polymer Adsorption 
Zaitoun, A. 
Bertin, H. 
First to present a porescale mechanism for the 
ability of Relative Permeability Modifiers (RPM) to 
selectively reduce water relative permeability over 
oil via relative permeability modification. 
68973 2001 Relative Permeability Modifiers: Myth or Reality? 
Botermans, C.W. 
Batenburg, D.W. 
Bruining, J. 
First to fully review the concepts and effects of 
Relative Permeability Modifiers (RPM) on the 
production response and overall recovery. 
 
84966 2003 A Strategy for Attacking Excess Water Production 
Seright, R.S., 
Lane, R.H. 
Sydansk R.D. 
First to present a detailed strategy to approach 
water shutoff operations, from diagnosis of the 
excess water production mechanism to selection 
of optimal solution. 
89391 2004 Development of a Novel Waterflood Conformance Control System 
Frampton H., 
Morgan, J.C., 
Cheung S.K. 
Munson L. et al 
First to present the concept of Bright Water ™ 
flow diversion system, including implementation, 
pore scale mechanisms and candidate screening 
and selection criteria. 
96528 2005 
Lessons Learned From Four Selective 
Water Shutoff Treatments in Mature 
Reservoirs in Maracaibo Lake 
Der Sarkissian, J. 
Veline, M. 
Rauseo, O. 
Description of four successful water shutoff 
applications, in wells producing from mature 
reservoirs in Venezuela. 
99371 2006 
When and Where Relative Permeability 
Modification Water Shutoff Treatments Can 
Be Successfully Applied 
Sydansk, R.D. 
Seright R.S. 
Provides guidance on when Relative Permeability 
multipliers can be successfully implemented and 
pitfalls that inhibit successful implementation, also 
describes key reservoir characteristics and 
production phenomena where water shutoff is 
applicable and where it is not. 
89393 2006 
X-Ray Computed Microtomography Studies 
of Fluid Partitioning in Drainage and 
Imbibition Before and After Gel Placement: 
Disproportionate Permeability Reduction 
Seright, R.S., 
Prodanovic, M., 
Lindquist, W.B. 
First to provide significant scientific evidence that 
demonstrates the mechanism underlying relative 
permeability modification. 
127806 2010 
Water Controlled Management 
Technologies: A Review of Successful 
Chemical Technologies in the Last Two   
Decades 
Jaripatke, O. 
Dalrymple, D. 
Critically reviews recent chemical treatment 
technologies, giving useful diagnostic information 
and treatment design criteria, as well as relevant 
technologies applicable to each excess water 
production mechanism. 
136969 2010 A Review of Water Shutoff Treatment Strategies in Oil Fields 
Joseph, A. 
Ajienka, J.A. 
First to totally review water shutoff treatment 
methods addressing different water production 
problems. Addresses the procedure and 
methodology to improve the success of a water 
shutoff operation. 
121761 2010 Incremental-Oil Success from Waterflood Sweep Improvement in Alaska 
Ohms D. 
McLeod, J. 
Graff, C.J et al. 
First to present details of successful field 
application of a Bright Water ™ flow diversion 
system to BP’s Milne Point Oilfield in Alaska, 
including the treatment design stages, 
implementation, well production response and 
incremental gain associated with the treatment. 
 
144234 2012 
Active Polymer to Improve Sweep Efficiency 
of Waterfloods: Simulation and Pilot Design 
Approaches 
Garmeh, R., 
Izadi, M. 
Remero J.L. et al 
First to define a workflow suitable of evaluating 
the applicability of Bright Water ™ treatment to 
improve the sweep efficiency, involving multiple 
simulation studies, including thermal simulation 
and a chemical reaction simulation. 
 
163100 2014 
Polymer Systems for Water Shutoff and 
Profile Modification: A Review Over the Last 
Decade 
El-Karsani, K.S., Al-
Muntasheri G.A., 
Hussein, I.A. 
First to thoroughly review polymer systems 
involved in water shutoff treatment, looking 
specifically at chemical functionality and 
composition. 
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Appendix B: Critical Literature Review 
 
Presented in alphabetical order of the author, from the reference list. 
 
SPE 105925 (2009) 
 
A Study of Polyacrylamide-Based Gels Crosslinked with  Polyethyleneimine 
 
Authors:  
Al-Muntasheri, G.A, Nasr-El-Din, H.A., Al-Noaimi K.R. and Zitha, P.L.J 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Compares the results of experimental studies on two different polymers Polyacrylamide Tertiary Butyl Acetate (PAtBA) and 
Polyacrylamide (PAM) crosslinked with Polyethyleneimine (PEI) in both systems. Studies included gas chromatography, 
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy and steady-shear viscometry, to look at the reaction products, structural changes 
post-reaction and gelation time in each polymer system case, thus providing a direct comparison.   
 
Objective of the paper:  
Compare two different polymer systems crosslinked with the same agent in both cases, to evaluate the efficiency of reactions 
between base polymer and crosslinker and hence their post reaction effectiveness and application for water shutoff.  
 
Methodology used: 
Laboratory Experimentation  
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. The presence of Sodium Chloride and Low pH delayed the gelation time of both polymer systems 
2. Presence of Isobutene gas at 60-130°C was detected from crosslinking reactions involving PAtBA and PEI at 
temperature which goes against previous suggestions that it Isobutene was only produced at temperatures greater than 
100°C. 
3. Carbon Dioxide was detected during at temperatures greater than 120°C, which could have obvious production and 
environmental implications.  
 
 
SPE 77569 (2002) 
 
Analysis and Interpretation of Water-Oil Ratio Performance 
 
Authors:  
Bondar, V.V. and Blasingame T.A. 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Presents a variety of different diagnostic plots that can be useful for interpretation and production extrapolation, in particular 
plots to evaluate the efficiency of waterflood and the volumes of remaining moveable oil.  
 
Objective of the paper:  
Highlight the various plots useful for the interpretation of oil and water production data, which can inform the operator on a 
number of different important parameters, such as the remaining recoverable oil.  
 
Methodology used: 
Data interpretation & analysis 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. A Pseudo steady-state WOR model was developed to simulate the simultaneous flow of oil and water during pseudo 
steady-state flow, however the key limiting factors of the model is the assumption of a constant mobility ratio and  
that it does not provide a mechanism to predict production in the near future. 
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2. A variety of different plots were presented to estimate recoverable reserves and analysis of oil and water production 
data, however techniques must be applied simultaneously as application of a single method can lead to 
misinterpretations which will lead to either an over or under estimation of recoverable reserves. 
3. Although a number of different plots were presented, emphasis should be placed in interpretation as it is easy to 
introduce bias to get the result you want when interpreting data trends, which could lead to incorrect diagnosis and a 
number of negative implications. 
4. The extrapolation techniques lack precision and further development is required.  
 
 
SPE 68973 (2001) 
 
Relative Permeability Modifiers: or Reality 
 
Authors:  
Botermans, C.W., Batenberg, D.W. &  Bruining J. 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Utilises relative permeability curves fitted to experimental data to identify conditions where disproportionate permeability 
reduction can offer a potential for success. 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Summarise under what conditions and reservoir characteristics RPM treatment is applicable, with validation through coreflood 
experiments. Analyse the production response for various scenarios where RPM treatment is applied. 
 
Methodology used: 
Coreflooding Experiments & Simulation 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. Confirmation via coreflood experiments that indicates that relative permeability to water can be preferentially 
reduced to oil. 
2. RPM treatments should only be reserved for multi-layered reservoirs without crossflow and mobile water present in a 
hydrocarbon producing zone. 
3. Ideally RPM would only block water when water is flowing and become inactive when oil is flow, however 
realistically this doesn’t occur. 
 
 
SPE 123624 (2009) 
 
Re-Evaluation of a Complex Mature Field (Dunbar UKCS): A Geosciences Integrated Work 
 
Authors:  
Brahim, L.B., Coombes, T., Cooper, R. et al 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Presents the integration of various geosciences disciplines to re-evaluate the mature Dunbar field, utilising decades of 
production data, a new seismic dataset and modern day improved seismic processing techniques to build a new 3D velocity 
model and compare the new with the old. 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Highlight the integration of various geosciences disciplines to re-evaluate the mature Dunbar field, highlight new potential 
production targets. 
 
Methodology used: 
Scientific & Case Study Review, reviewing specifically new seismic processing techniques with old.  
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Conclusions reached:  
1. To keep trying new techniques, even on older assets where initial interpretation may have been with old dataset 
utilising aged techniques that are not cutting edge.  
2. Integration is vital, if all geosciences disciplines embrace new technology and techniques, this have highly beneficial 
effects on asset management and production evolution 
 
SPE 30775 (1995) 
 
Water Control Diagnostic Plots 
 
Authors:  
Chan, K.S. 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Presents a new technique to that can be utilised to determine excess water production mechanisms, which involves the log-log 
analysis of WOR and its derivative. Which the derivative produces a different mechanism dependant response for either water 
coning or high permeability channelling.  
 
Objective of the paper:  
Highlight a new consistent technique that can be utilised in conjunction with existing diagnostic techniques to improve the 
certainty on diagnosis of the correct excess water production mechanism which results in selection of the relevant treatment 
process.  
 
Methodology used: 
Data interpretation & analysis 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. Can be used for quick screening of a large number of wells by utilising historic production data. 
2. Can be utilised at any stage of an investigation, at the initial stage to prompt an investigation or latter stages to verify 
a diagnosis. 
3. Additionally, WOR vs Cumulative recovery is also an effect way to screen for and select candidates, irrespective of 
excess water production mechanism.  
 
SPE 28571 (1994) 
 
Development of Optimal Water Control Strategies 
 
Authors:  
Chou, S.I, Friedman, F. & Doulan, J.D.  
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Provides methodology for optimization of water control treatments, utilizing existing production and injection data, to assess 
the degree of communication between injector and producer. Illustrates clear basis behind ranking and design of WSO gel 
treatments, how to design and employ gel placement techniques. 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Outline a methodology to identify and diagnose excess water production 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. Treatment to manipulate injection water profiles from the source is not as efficient and treatment at the producer. 
2. Provides a correlation coefficient which aims to quantify the degree of communication between injector and 
producer. 
3. The gel injection protocol aims to inject polymer at the highest permitting pressure until injectivity into the formation 
is achieved. 
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SPE 96528 (2005) 
 
Lessons Learnt from Four Selective Water Shutoff Treatments in Mature Reservoirs in Maracaibo Lake 
 
Authors:  
Der Sarkissian J. Veline, M. and Rauseo, O. 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Issues with waterflooded reservoirs exhibiting channelling through high permeability strata can be successfully resolved 
through gel water shutoff applications, case studies given of four successful examples with volumetric results, which allows 
for the quantification of the results following successful treatment. 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Publish successful results of water shutoff with gel systems on four separate wells to show how advantageous the production 
response can be post treatment in a successful application.  
 
Methodology used: 
Case study review 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. Various isolation techniques can be applied to isolate hydrocarbon producing intervals during the treatment to ensure 
they are not damaged post treatment, the most economical and effective is the straddle packer. 
2. Short gel penetration radius in medium permeability sandstone reservoirs allows for successful isolation given high 
residual resistance factors.  
3. Mechanical problems such as leaks and flow behind the casing can also be solved simultaneously during the water 
shutoff intervention, with gel cements exhibiting the most effective long term solutions.  
 
SPE 163100 (2014) 
 
Polymer Systems for Water Shutoff and Profile Modification: A Review Over the Last Decade 
 
Authors:  
El-Karsani, K.S., Al-Muntasheri, G.A. & Hussein, I.A. 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Critically reviews and summarises successfully implemented polymer systems between 2004-2014 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Outline the most successful polymer systems utilised in chemical water shutoff in near wellbore and deep treatment (at 
injection source) and the underlying scientific theory that governs each treatment. 
   
Conclusions reached:  
1. For inorganically cross linked gels, nanotechnology has been introduced recent years to extend gelation time to 
ensure deeper penetration of polymer into the reservoir to shutoff water from high permeability streaks 
2. For organically cross linked systems recent systems have been developed to extend the thermal stability of polymers 
up to 160oF. Other advances have been the addition of additives such as cement to increase gel strength, management 
of gelation time, which can also be obtained through the addition of retarders or alteration of the polymer backbone 
through addition of bulky groups, although the affect on final strength is not known. 
3. Successful systems for the deep modification of water injector profiles have been formulated, two systems include 
elastic microgel system that can squeeze through pore throats and thermally activated microparticles that swell when 
subjected to high temperature in high permeability streaks away from injectors although their deep reservoir 
penetration is yet to be scientifically proven. 
4. Further advances are expected in the field of nanotechnology and actual deep reservoir penetrating materials, 
microgels that possess the ability to swell and block fracture networks are expected. 
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SPE 89391 (2004) 
 
Development of a Novel Waterflood Conformance Control System 
 
Authors:  
Frampton H., Morgan, J.C., Cheung S.K. and Munson L. et al 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Review of Bright Water ™ flow diversion systems, particularly highlighting the underlying porescale mechanisms governing 
the treatment and the various screening criteria essential to successful candidate selection an implementation. 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Give an overall insight into Bright Water ™ flow diversion systems which was a newly developed product at the time of 
publication. Particularly answering, what does it do, how does it work, where is it applicable, what are the expected results and 
time intervals associated with the treatment. 
 
Methodology used: 
Scientific Review 
 
Conclusions reached: 
1. Bright Water ™ treatment is applicable to a range of formation permeabilities varying from approximately 100-
3000mD. 
2. Upon thermal activation microparticles ‘pop’ asserting a resistance factor which is equivalent to an associated 
permeability reduction, which was evaluated from bottle tests, sandpacks and cores, the resistance factor can range 
and increases with time after activation as particles swell, thus increasing the reduction in permeability.  
3. The associated resistance factor upon particle activation is a function of particle concentration and the characteristics 
of the porous medium under surveillance.  
 
SPE 144234 (2012) 
 
Thermally Active Polymer to Improve Sweep Efficiency of Waterfloods: Simulation and Pilot Design Approaches 
 
Authors:  
Garmeh, R., Izadi, M. and Remero J.L. et al 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Defines a workflow suitable of evaluating the applicability of Thermally Activated Polymer to improve the sweep efficiency, 
involving multiple simulation studies, including thermal simulation and a chemical reaction simulation.  
 
Objective of the paper:  
Give an overview of the process of evaluating and designing a Bright Water ™ flow diversion system for field application. 
 
Methodology used: 
Simulation Study 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. Bright Water ™ treatment does not have any effect on injectivity into the reservoir, adsorption of particles allows for 
particle retention in pores and pore throats, resulting in particle swelling and resistance to flow. 
2. Levels of adsorption are a function of concentration, salinity, rock mineralogy and pore surface interactions. 
3. Performance of activated microparticles is better in reservoirs exhibiting high permeability contrasts and low Kv/Kh 
ratio. 
4. Performance of Bright Water ™ flow diversion technology is consistent regardless of permeability, it is able to 
produce similar resistance factors in high permeability medium as it does in lower permeability medium. 
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5. Two simulations were utilised to model characteristics of the thermally activated microparticles within the reservoirs, 
these include thermal simulation to evaluate the distance of propagation of particles prior to activation, and chemical 
reaction simulation to evaluate levels of adsorption hence retention and the magnitude of resistance factors attained.  
 
SPE 136969 (2010) 
 
A Review of Water Shutoff Treatment Strategies in Oilfields 
 
Authors:  
Joseph, A. & Ajienka  
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Complete review of water shutoff methods currently in operation, major excess water production problems were identified and 
categorized into four group dependant on ease of treatment, continuation and update of (Seright et al, 2003). 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Review water shutoff solutions for current excess water production problems, including how to diagnose, approach and design 
a successful chemical water shutoff treatment, providing anonymous cases of success and failure. 
 
Methodology used: 
Qualitative evaluation and review 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. Treatment with chemical WSO can provide both a reliable and economical means for WSO. 
2. Chemical WSO is more applicable in the current day to near wellbore excess water production problems than 
mechanical, thus have achieved a wider acceptability from industry. 
3. Diagnosis is crucial to determining the most economical and effective treatment. 
 
SPE 127806 (2010) 
 
Water-Control Management Technologies: A Review of Successful Chemical Technologies in the Last Two Decades 
 
Authors:  
Jaripatke, O., Dalrymple, D.  
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Reviews many successful Chemical WSO Technologies and polymer systems with emphasis placed on the application to 
specific near wellbore excess water production mechanisms 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Give an overview of key successful chemical WSO technologies that have come onto market in recent years, and how an 
experienced engineer would approach selecting the optimum WSO solution given the diagnosis 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. Physical and chemical properties of solutions should be in line with future reservoir development plans, i.e. no long 
term sealant if the reservoir is to undergo immiscible gas flooding. 
2. Heat activated polymer systems are currently being implemented (at the time of publication) to ensure greater 
polymer penetration into the reservoir. 
3. Future developments will been toward development of polymer systems thermodynamically stable in high 
temperature and high pH reservoirs, also ensuring deeper polymer penetration within the reservoir therefore shutoff 
occurring further within the reservoir. 
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SPE 72119 (2001) 
 
Chemical Water & Gas Shutoff Technology: An Overview 
 
Authors:  
Kabir, A.H.  
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Gives an in depth description of modern polymer systems available, whilst focusing on describing the physical/chemical 
mechanisms in more simpler ways for someone without a technical chemistry background, also proposes a classification 
system that is easier for a petroleum engineer to understand 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Discuss currently available WSO technologies, comparing and contrasting the various pros and cons behind each technology 
 
Methodology used: 
Scientific Review 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. A new classification system proposes to classify WSO treatments by their funcationality, this can be split into four 
main groups, sealants for temporary or long term WSO, relative permeability modifiers, weak sealant relative 
permeability modifiers and mobility control of flow diverting chemical flooding systems.  
2. Polyacrylamide based polymer are the most diversely utilised polymer system due to cost effectiveness. 
 
SPE 39634 (1998) 
 
Pore-scale Mechanism for Selective Permeability Reduction by Polymer Injection 
 
Authors:  
Mennella, A, Chiappa, L & Burrafato, G.  
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Analyses the pore scale mechanisms behind selective permeability reduction resulting from polymer injection. 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Discussion on the underlying physical processes that govern the process of disproportionate permeability reduction, aiming to 
model selective permeability reduction and find evidence through coreflood experimentation to verify that swelling-shrinking 
phenomena of an adsorbed polymer layer is responsible for selective water relative permeability reduction. 
 
Methodology used: 
Pore scale network modelling & Coreflood experiments 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. Results from modelling conclude that permeability reduction is caused by reduction in pore throat radius. 
2. Only possible to model disproportionate permeability reduction if constant adsorbed polymer thickness is discounted 
and independent on flowing phase. 
3. Shrinking and swelling of the polymer layer through dehydration and rehydration from oil and water phase 
respectively, is a plausible explanation of the pore scale mechanism to govern selective permeability reduction.  
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SPE 54736 (1999) 
 
Candidate and Chemical Selection Rules for Water Shutoff Polymer Treatments 
 
Authors:  
Mennella, A., Chiappa, L., Lockhart, T.P. & Burrafato, G.  
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Takes a look at operational questions to identity candidates for water shutoff and the role of chemical-physical interactions 
between polymer and pore surface, in order to develop a reliable technology. 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Develop understanding of the underlying issues behind developing a reliable chemical water shutoff technology. 
 
Methodology used: 
Analysis of simulation and experimental results 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. Prolonged long term WSO can be attained with mobile water in one layer, whereas the presence of mobile water and 
hydrocarbons can result in a decline in bottom hole pressure potentially stopping production 
2. The most reliable way to apply RPM technology is by following predetermined empirical guidelines for candidate 
selection and chemical selection, which are based on the key macroscopic chemical and physical interactions 
controlling polymer adsorption 
3. Successful application to gas wells, from understanding mechanisms, further studies will be more focussed on RPM 
application to crude oil reservoirs, carbonate and high temperature formations. 
 
 
SPE 72056 (2001) 
 
Candidate Candidate and Chemical Selection Guidelines for Relative Permeability Modification (RPM) Treatments 
 
Authors:  
Mennella, A., Chiappa, L. Lockhart, T.P. and Burrafato, G. 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Defines criteria for water shutoff candidate selection, by combining scientific theory with results from experimental results and 
successful cases of water shutoff treatment, whilst also reviewing the theory underlying the mechanism of relative 
permeability modification. 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Outline the largely empirical based rules/guidelines for water shutoff candidate and treatment selection and implementation. 
 
Methodology used: 
Scientific Review 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. Upon selecting the chemical, Cationic Polymers are most effective in siliceous formations. 
2. Polymer adsorption test can give a useful indication on performance of the chemical upon injection and penetration 
into the reservoir. 
3. Optimal molecular weight is important when considering the injectivity properties of the polymer and a compromise 
must be met between, molecular weight depth of penetration and strength of adsorption. 
4. Presence of crude oil can significantly reduce polymer adsorption onto the pore surface. 
5. Best candidate wells are present in multilayered formations, with layers of high water and oil cut present. If oil 
bearing layers exhibit moderate water cuts results of water shutoff treatment can be limited.  
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6. Formations exhibiting high permeabilities usually surpassing 2 darcies can be difficult to achieve significant 
permeability reduction therefore effects of treatment are limited.  
 
SPE 129732  (2010) 
 
Deep Conformance Control by a Novel Thermally Activated Particle System to Improve Sweep Efficiency in Mature 
Waterfloods of the San Jorge Basin 
 
Authors:  
Mustoni, J.L., Norman, C.A and Denyer, P. 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Present the results of following an early application of the ‘Bright Water ™’ thermally activated particle system, providing 
details of candidate selection criteria that lead to successful treatment application and production response. 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Highlight the potential of Bright Water ™ flow diversion technology in application where previous water shutoff treatments 
have failed to bring major economic successes. 
 
Methodology used: 
Case study review 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. Positive production response from the treatment of two injector wells has lead to the operator evaluating the potential 
of the treatment on other candidate injector wells. 
2. Reservoir characterisation is the most important factor for successful application, thus the following are the most 
important factors to consider when designing a treatment, heterogeneity characterisation, pore volume of candidate 
zones, well connectivity present within the sweep pattern, distribution of pore throat sizes across the zones and finally 
the temperature profile form the injector to the producer.   
3. Further research areas should include application in lower activation temperatures and particles which can be tailor-
made to reservoir pore throat size, so propagation times are not severely delayed and treatment depth can be 
increased. 
 
SPE 101781 (2006) 
 
A Review of Over 100 Polymer Gel Injection Well Conformance Treatments in Argentina and Venezuela: Design, Field 
Implementation and Evaluation 
 
Authors:  
Norman, C., Turner B. and Romero, J.L. et al 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Give an overview of the pros and the cons associated with polymer gel treatment for injector applications, giving details of 
where it was successful, where it was not successful and why, whilst providing full details of the polymer design for the 
operations. Case studies include a variety of different types of reservoir characteristics such as matrix and fractures. 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Highlight the major successes and pitfalls associated with polymer gel treatment for water shutoff via treating injectors to 
redirect water sweep. 
 
Methodology used: 
Case Study review 
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Conclusions reached:  
1. Time intervals for a response in WOR and oil rate can range from 3-18 months and are dependent on well location 
and spacing, as well as thief zone permeability. 
2. Failure of injector well treatments can be attributed to several factors, poor connectivity in the sweep pattern, pore 
throat size limits particle propagation through the reservoir, bulk volume of gel injected into the reservoir is too small. 
Finally if there is limited moveable oil present in the reservoir, the majority has already been recovered, as the 
treatment is most effective in reservoirs exhibiting low overall recovery factors. 
3. Some waterflood cases, cannot be treated via gel treatment, for example, if a pattern has not responded particularly 
well to water injection, treatment with gels will most likely not be very effective. 
4. Polymer gels of concentrations less than 3000ppm are believe to not be able to sufficiently reduce thief zone 
permeabilities in fractured reservoirs, however low concentration polymer gels can still maintain a high level of 
success in heterogeneous unfractured reservoirs. 
5. High concentration polymer gel treatments can be later reapplied with low concentration re-treatments and maintain 
high levels of effectiveness. 
 
 
SPE 121761 (2010) 
 
Incremental-Oil Success from Waterflood Sweep Improvement in Alaska 
 
Authors:  
Ohms D. McLeod, J. and Graff, C.J et al. 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Details are presented of successful application of a Bright Water ™ flow diversion system to BP’s Milne Point Oilfield in 
Alaska, including the treatment design stages, implementation, well production response and incremental gain associated with 
the treatment. 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Highlight the potential oil gains associated with the successful implementation of a Bright Water ™ flow diversion system to 
an injector well. 
 
Methodology used: 
Case study Review 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. A simulation study was utilised to predict the time interval before the thermal activation which was 8-10 months, 
which compared to the actual time of 8-9 months showed a high degree of consistency. 
2. Production response occurred immediately after microparticle activation, with additional recovery of 60,000 bbl 
recovered after four years, ultimately a greater recovery from the treatment than predicted in the pre-treatment 
simulation study. 
3. The use of in-depth waterflood sweep modification is an extremely attractable option for operators as it can be used to 
produce incremental gains in oil recovery at commercially attractable prices when compared directly to an equivalent 
well workover 
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SPE 103638 (2006) 
 
Technology to Reduce Water Cut: Case Studies from the Pemex Southern Region 
 
Authors:  
Romo, G.A.F. 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Presents the results of successful cases of relative permeability modifier (RPM) treatment for the application of water shutoff, 
the RPM is a new agent that is hydrophobically modified polymer molecules which serve to increase the levels of adsorption.  
 
Objective of the paper:  
Highlight the potential benefits associated with application of a new hydrophobically modified RPM polymer. 
 
Methodology used: 
Scientific & Case study review 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. Positive results were achieved from the application of the hydrophobically modified RPM polymer, displaying its 
ability to reduce water cut in mature fields. 
2. Presents other economic benefits such as low cost, simple design and no isolation between water and oil producing 
intervals. 
 
SPE 844 (1964) 
 
Laboratory and Field Studies of Water Floods Using Polymer Solutions to Increase Oil Recoveries 
 
Authors:  
Sandiford, B.B.  
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Presented findings from a series of core and sandpack experiments involving the addition of partially hydrolyzed 
polyacrylamide polymer to injection water, which showed that oil recovery could be achieved by an associated reduction in 
mobility resulting from the polymer addition, improving the effectiveness of waterflood recovery. The first to present this 
concept. 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Highlight the potential benefits of improved oil recovery, from the addition of polymer to waterflood and present this new 
concept within literature. 
 
Methodology used: 
Coreflooding & Sandpack Experiments 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. Laboratory experiments show that small concentrations of partially hydrolysed polyacrylamide present in injection 
waters can increase oil recovery by favourably changing the mobility ratio.  
2. Pilot field studies show that the process is applicable on a larger scale, therefore maintains high commercial 
application 
3. Next step is thorough evaluation of the process with a large scale field application.  
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SPE 84966 (2003) 
 
A Strategy for Attacking Excess Water Production 
 
Authors:  
Seright, R.S., Lane, R.H., & Sydansk R.D. 
 
Contribution to the understanding:  
Focuses on a straightforward strategy for the diagnosis and solution of excess water production issues. 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Qualitatively define and rank the most common and problematic excess water production scenarios and their applicability to 
successful chemical water shutoff through the use of gel treatments. 
 
Methodology used: 
Qualitative evaluation and review 
 
Conclusions reached: 
1. Diagnosis of excess water production begins with the re-evaluation of data already obtained. 
2. Conventional methods of mechanical shutoff can only be applied to the easiest problems. 
3. More intermediate difficultly problems such as high permeability streaks (without crossflow) should be tackled 
through chemical water shutoff. 
4. Gel treatments are applicable to intermediate difficulty scenarios such as high perm streaks (without crossflow) or 
fractures, but not applicable to the most difficult excess water production issues such as 3D coning or high 
permeability channelling with crossflow. 
 
 
SPE 89393 (2006) 
 
X-Ray Computed Microtomography Studies of Fluid Partitioning in Drainage and Imbibition Before and After Gel Placement: 
Disproportionate Permeability Reduction 
 
Authors:  
Seright, R.S., Prodanovic, M., Lindquist, W.B. 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Through the use of X-Ray Computed Microtomography authors were able to demonstrate that the mechanism underlying 
relative permeability modification is related to the flow of water through the gel. Hence resulting in dehydration of the gel 
during oil flow following compression of oil against the gel opening flow pathways, resulting in the reduction of permeability 
to water in preference to oil.  
 
Objective of the paper:  
Study the mechanisms underlying relative permeability modification via X-Ray Computed Microtomography and with a 
predetermined short list of potential mechanisms, discuss and conclude which one best fits the results obtained. 
 
Methodology used: 
Experimental: Coreflooding & Image Screening 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. After placement of gel water exhibits a large resistance to flow as a large proportion of the aqueous pore space is 
occupied by the gel, when oil flows much of the gel volume was reduced which resulted in a high oil relative 
permeability.  
2. Observations from post treatment screening suggest that an associated reduction in gel volume after placement is the 
result of gel dehydration during oil flow, resulting in an increase of oil relative permeability during flow. 
3. This is therefore a conflicting result with data from other researchers, which supports gel ripping or extrusion in 
sandpack experiments. 
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SPE 99371 (2006) 
 
When and Where Relative Permeability Modification Water Shutoff Treatments can be Successfully Applied 
 
Authors:  
Sydansk, R.D. 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Provides exact guidance on the criteria of excess water production where relative permeability modification (RPM) can be 
successfully implemented, lists limitations and pitfalls related to successful implementation to RPM treatments. 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Why are RPM treatments attractive to operators, list criteria and scenarios related to successful implementation of RPM and 
where RPM are not applicable. Also reviews RPM treatment limitations and potential pitfalls when not successfully employed. 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. Through good design and execution RPM treatments can be a successful WSO technology for limited range of excess 
water production scenarios. 
2. For long term WSO, the only scenario where RPM treatment can be successful without hydrocarbon reduction is 
when the water and hydrocarbon producing intervals are not in direct communication i.e. some heterogeneous barrier 
exists, and the oil interval is producing at 0% watercut. 
3. Short term WSO can in theory be applied to most production wells with short term gains but limited long term 
success. 
4. Substantial number of limitations and pitfalls associated with RPM treatments means they are high-risk for a first 
time operator. 
 
 
SPE 104134 (2006) 
 
Organically Crosslinked Polymer (OPC) System for Water Reduction Treatments in Mexico 
 
Authors:  
Vasquez, J., Jurado, I., Santillan, A. and Hernandez, R. 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Provides an overview of case histories which have utilized OCP systems for subsequent water shutoff, across Mexico, making 
a direct comparison between OCP systems and cement squeezes utilized for water shut off. Presents a case history for 
successful OCP application at high temperature 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Highlight the potential benefits of improved oil recovery and water shutoff associated with OCP applications, in particular 
their robustness, reliability and ease of field wide application. 
 
Methodology used: 
Case Study Review 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. OPC has proven success within Mexico, which also extends across the globe.  
2. OPC systems possess the versatile ability to treat water conformance problems such as water coning, high 
permeability streaks, fractures and casing leakages. 
3. Addition of temperature retarders to OPC systems allow for the successful increase thermal stability up to 350°F, 
with proven case histories, hence widening the scope of their applicability to high temperature reservoirs. 
4. OPC systems possess the capability of deep penetration into the formation matrix, to provide a more effective water 
shutoff from deep inside the reservoir, something which a conventional cement squeeze does not allow, hence results 
in poor water shutoff efficiency from this type of intervention. 
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SPE 30426 (1996) 
 
Water Shutoff in the North Sea: Testing a New Polymer Gel System in the Heather Field, UKCS Block 2/5 
 
Authors:  
Whitney, D.D., Montgomery D.W. and Hutchins, R.D. 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
Presents the application of a new polymer gel system, capable of maintain thermal stability at high temperatures. The polymer 
was applied to a high temperature Brent reservoir for the application of water shutoff, with a positive production response.  
 
Objective of the paper:  
Highlight the potential benefits of application of a new high temperature polymer gel system, which allowed water shutoff  
and oil gains in high temperature reservoirs, which before the publication date was not available on the market. 
 
Methodology used: 
Case study Review 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. The application of the high temperature polymer gel system was a success with significant water shutoff achieved in 
combination with a gain in oil production.  
2. High temperature polymer system required no cooling of the near wellbore region around the producers, signifying 
the gels thermal robustness.  
 
 
SPE 39631 (1998) 
 
Two-Phase Flow Property Modifications by Polymer Adsorption 
 
Authors:  
Zaitoun, A. & Bertin H. 
 
Contribution to the understanding: 
The ability to selectively reduce water relative permeability over oil via relative permeability modification is well documented 
in literature but the underlying mechanisms are poorly understood, therefore to better understand the actions of Relative 
Permeability Modifiers (RPM) three different mechanisms were reviewed rigorously and coreflood experiments undertaken to 
evaluate the contributions of each mechanism to the phenomena of RPM. 
 
Objective of the paper:  
Evaluate and define underlying mechanisms behind disproportionate permeability reduction, to allow for a greater consensual 
understanding that agrees with both the experiments and previous literature. 
 
Methodology used: 
Scientific physical/chemical evaluatation, coreflood experimentation 
 
Conclusions reached:  
1. Disproportionate permeability reduction (DPR) can be attributed to a combination of steric effects (impenetrable 
polymer), lubrication effects (lower surface roughness during flow of non-wetting phase) and wettability changes 
(change oil wet pores to water wet as a result of polymer adsorption). 
2. Capillary pressure increase is attributed to steric effects, strong reductions in residual oil saturation from polymer 
adsorption can be associated with wettability changes. 
3. Overwhelmingly wall effects play the biggest role in DPR, the strength of the polymer adsorption to the pore surface 
will obviously reflect the success and duration of effective treatment. 
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Figure C2: D06 systems graph result showing theoretically 
incremental gain is possible from WSO. 
Appendix C:  
 
C.1: WOR Derivative Response 
 
C.2: Prosper: D06 Systems Plot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure C1: WOR derivative depicting the differing responses for water 
coning and high permeability channeling, taken from Chan (1995). 
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Figure C4: D10Y Cumulative Production response in Oil 
Rate (BOE) and Water Cut (WCUT) comparison between the 
Basecase (BC) and Mechanical WSO Case (MWSO). 
 
 
C.3: Results from Well Performace Simulation on Candidate Wells 
D06   WCUT         
% Difference to BC 95 90 80 60 45 
Liquid PI 20 Basecase     
  10 -40 59    
  5 -57 -13 135   
  2.5	   -86 -58 22 189  
  1.82	   -90 -71 -14 106 190 
D10   WCUT         
% Difference to BC 70 60 50    
Liquid PI 2 Basecase        
  1 -52 -34      
  0.5 -79 -70 -61 
No gains observed  
  
D16   WCUT         
% Difference to BC 95 90 80 60   
Liquid PI 12 Basecase         
  6 -54 80   Possible gains 
  3 -94 -17 176     
D23   WCUT         
% Difference to BC 90 80 60    
Liquid PI 9.5 Basecase         
  4.75 -57 88   Possible gains 
  2.38 -86 -15 170     
 
Table C3: Results obtained from prosper sensitivity simulations for each candidate well, sensitivity variables of 
Productivity Index (PI) and Water Cut (WCUT). 
 
 
C.4: D10Y Cumulative Oil Response  
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Figure C5.1: D23 Saturation Intersection 
C.5: D23 Production Response 
 
 
Figure C5.2: D10Y Production response in Oil Rate (BOE)  
and Water Cut (WCUT) comparison between the Bascase  
(BC) and Mechanical WSO Case (MWSO). 
 
 
 
Figure C5.3: D16 Cumulative Production response in Oil Rate  
(BOE) and Water Cut (WCUT) comparison between the Basecase  
(BC) and Mechanical WSO Case (MWSO). 
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Figure C6: Resultant Water Relative Permeability profile from the 
case of 100 m3 polymer injection into the Etive with an RRF of 100 
(99%). 
C.6: Polymer Injection Profile for 100m3 into the Etive with RRF=100 
 
 
 
 
C.7: D06 Saturation Profile comparison for CWSO 
 
Figure C7: Saturation profile around candidate well D06, pre and post WSO. 
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C.8: Bright Water ™ Simulation Results 50 & 150 meters Cases 
Permeability Reduction Profile Comparison for 50, 100 and 150 Meter Cases: 
Figure C8.1: Activation profiles for each activation distance, 50, 100 and 150 meters, displayed as the ratio of absolute 
permeability reduction to the basecase permeability. 
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Results for the 150 meter Activation Distance Case: 
 
 
Figure C8.2: Field production response (Boe/day) to Bright Water ™ treatment on D17. 
 
 
Figure C8.3:  Field cumulative production response (%) relative to the basecase. 
 
 
Figure C8.4: Individual well response to Bright Water ™ treatment on D17, relative to the basecase.  
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Results for the 50 meter Activation Distance Case: 
 
 
Figure C8.5: Field production response (Boe/day) to Bright Water ™ treatment on D17. 
 
 
Figure C8.6:  Field cumulative production response (%) relative to the basecase. 
 
 
Figure C8.7: Individual well response to Bright Water ™ treatment on D17, relative to the basecase.  
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C.9: Selected E300 Simulation Results 
   
Method Well Gain Volumetrics (MBOE) & Years after intial treatment Comments 
 D10Y No -405 (5 years) 
Stable total WSO obtained, 
despite loss of hydrocarbons 
MWSO D23 No -1800 (5 years) Stable total WSO obtained, despite loss of hydrocarbons 
 D16 Yes +360 (5 years) 
Initial total WSO slowly returned to 
pre treatment value with sweep 
redistribution 
CWSO D06 No -117 (5 years) 
Case of 100m3 99% KRWE 
Reduction, if ignoring production 
from the Etive gain of +224 MBOE 
(2 years) 
Bright Water ™ D17 Yes +165 (5 years) 
Case of 100m activation distance 
99% permeability reduction, 
recovery found to increase with 
activation distance 
 
Table C9: Summary of selected key simulation results from E300 simulation study 
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Appendix D:  
Successful Water Shutoff Cases 
Relative Permeability Modification Cases 
Romo (2006) utilized hydrophobically modified polymer, an RPM treatment which serves to optimize the adsorbed polymer 
layer on the pore surface by the introduction of hydrophobic groups which increase the levels of polymer to polymer bonding. 
Introduced by Pemex to a pilot producer in the Cinco Presidentes Field by injection of 250 bbls, resultant water cut was 
reduced by 68% after 6 months from 85% to 17%, with an associated rise in hydrocarbon production from 57 to 104 BOPD. 
Vasquez et al. (2006), presented case studies from Mexico of WSO treatments using Organically Crosslinked Polymer system 
(OPC), a copolymer of acrylamide and t-butylacrylate (PAtBA), crosslinked with polyethyleneimine (PEI). Out of the 37 cases 
presented, 24 wells still had a reduction in water cut of greater than 50% 30 days after treatment, 12 wells had water cuts of 
less than 10% 6 months after treatment which fell to 8 wells after 1 year, signaling the immediate WSO and long term 
robustness of the treatment. Der Sarkissian et al. (2005), reported on various treatments applied to a series of wells in 
Venezuela, in the first, case after injection of 600 bbls of PDVSA polymer gel an internally developed chemical agent, at a 
cost of 140,000 USD they were able to increase oil production from 300 to 950 BOPD and reduce the water rate from 1000 to 
50 BWPD, overall the author claims that the application has allowed for the recovery of 1.37 MMbbls additional oil. In the 
second case, 250 bbls of polymer gel were injected equivalent to a 15ft depth of radial penetration, to treat rapid channeling, 
which incurred a cost of 176,000USD. The response from the treatment was an increase in oil from 180 to 420 BOPD, with a 
reduction in water rate from 540 to 8 BWPD, this ultimately allowed for 560Mbbls of additional oil to be recovered. In the 
final two reported cases the author claims to have reduced water cuts post treatment from 80% to 15% and from 87% to 50% 
with additional oil recovered reported as 107Mbbls and 25Mbbls respectively.  
Whitney et al. (1996), successfully undertook chemical WSO treatment on a well in the Heather Field in the North Sea, the 
reservoir was also a Brent reservoir exhibiting similar properties such as high temperature and exhibited similar issues with 
watered out intervals in the high permeability upper Brent layers. They were able to successfully reduce the well water cut 
from 92% to 69% and increase oil production from 340 BOPD to 660 BOPD. Therefore this was used as a direct case 
comparison for Dunbar water shutoff due to the extreme similarity between cases. 
 
Injector Treatment Cases 
Norman et al. (2006) reported that in the Vizcacheras Field in the Cuyana Basin, Argentina, 15,000 bbls of Marcit gel, 
consisting of partially hydrolyzed PAM gel crosslinked with chromium acetate, was introduced to the reservoir at a pilot 
injector in order to improve volumetric sweep efficiency hence oil recovery, the result was 200,000 bbls of incremental oil 
produced at 1.53USD/bbl. From the economic success of the operation the target area was extended by treating two more 
injectors, this resulted in a further 240,000 bbls of recovery at 3.02USD/bbl.  Mustoni et al. (2010) reported on the application 
of Bright Water ™ technology on mature waterflooded field in the San Jorge Basin, Argentina, the technology was applied to 
six injector wells from 2006 to 2008. The field exhibited a low recovery factor with high permeability contrasts exhibited in 
reservoir channels between the centre and edge, meaning thief zones existed in the centre of the channel. Thermally Activated 
Microparticles were modified based on the reservoir temperature, with 2400 bbls of 3000ppm active solution injected over a 
period of 26 days per injection well. Initial production response was recognized after 7 months, with an incremental gain of oil 
production totaling 60,000 bbl 3 years after the first injector treatment.  
 
 
 
